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SUMMARY 
The objective of this research was to develop and test a 
simulation model with which to test a decentralized system of ambu­
lances with a provision for the addition of helicopter ambulances. 
Data for the simulation was obtained from Grady Memorial Hospital 
in Atlanta, Georgia. 
The simulation uses a grid coordinate system for both locating 
ambulances, calls, and satellite locations, and for the measurement 
of distances between items of interest. 
In general the simulation produced no significant reason for 
rejection of the model. Decentralization of ambulances was shown to 
reduce average service time and the number of ambulances needed in 
the system. The use of helicopter ambulances further reduced this 
service time and also provided a more efficient utilization of ground 




The objective of this research is to develop and test a simula­
tion model to be used in the analysis of a metropolitan ambulance 
system. More precisely, the model will be used to examine several 
alternatives to the presently existing system of centrally located 
ambulances, and by using available statistical data and simulation 
procedures determine whether or not a reduction in service time can 
be achieved by using these alternatives. Helicopter ambulances will 
be included in at least one alternative system. Pertinent factors 
considered include the effects of weather on helicopter availability, 
maintenance scheduling, accident rates and location, and ambulance 
location. 
Specific Methodology 
The analysis will be accomplished in three basis phases. In 
phase one statistical data will be used to simulate a system similar 
to that presently existing at Grady Memorial Hospital in Atlanta, 
Georgia. Grady provides an example of a centrally located hospital 
serving primarily a metropolitan area but with additional responsibility 
for a surrounding rural community. At present Grady serves Fulton 
and DeKalb counties with a force of ten ambulances. Six ambulances 
provide continual service while the remaining four are used as replace-
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merits when maintenance is necessary. The purpose of phase one will be 
to obtain a base of service times and the number of ambulances needed 
in a centralized system. The service time and ambulance number will 
be used in comparison with other systems to be simulated. 
Phase two will be a simulation of a decentralized system. 
Rather than having all ambulances operate directly from a central 
hospital, this system will place four ambulances in satellite locations 
based on an evaluation of the distribution of calls received. Two 
ambulances will remain at the central hospital thus bringing the total 
number of ambulances initially in the system to six. As the distance 
from the location of a remote request for ambulance service will in 
general be less for a satellite ambulance than for an ambulance 
located at the central hospital, it may be assumed that a reduction 
in service time will be achieved. A simulation of this concept will 
provide more positive evidence and the magnitude of this time reduction. 
Phase two will be accomplished in two parts. In part one calls 
received in a particular sector will be answered by the ambulance serv­
ing that sector. If the sector ambulance is not available, a queue 
will be permitted to form in that sector. Part one will primarily 
provide a minimum service time with which to compare other service 
times. The design of the system in part one will allow no movement 
of ambulances between sectors. It is recognized that this will 
result in an extremely inefficient system in terms of the number of 
ambulances needed if queues are not desirable. This directly suggests 
part two of phase two. 
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In part two the sectors will be retained but a priority system 
will be established. If a sector ambulance is not available when a 
call is received then the closest ambulance to that call will answer 
regardless of sector. As with the centralized system the number of 
ambulances in the system will be varied. 
Finally, phase three will introduce the helicopter ambulance 
into the decentalized priority system. Initially the system will start 
with one helicopter though this number will be varied. A two step 
concept of helicopter evacuation will be used. In areas some distance 
from the central hospital satellite helipads will be added to the model. 
A call from these remote areas will result in the dispatching of a 
satellite ambulance. This ambulance will transport the patient to the 
nearest helipad where a concurrently dispatched helicopter will provide 
air evacuation directly to the hospital. 
In the interest of economy all helicopters will operate directly 
from the central hospital and the number of helicopters used will be 
kept to a minimum. Direct hospital to patient to hospital helicopter 
evacuations will not be simulated or examined. 
The three simulations or phases will then be analyzed in terms 
of service time and ambulance utilization. Service time will be defined 
as the time from which an ambulance is dispatched until the patient 
causing the call has arrived at the hospital (Figure 3 ) . The feasibility 
of the decentralized and helicopter modifications of the current system 
will be dependent on the magnitude of reduction of this service time 
and the number of vehicles needed to bring about this reduction. 
No method of optimally locating the satellite ambulances or 
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helipads will be provided in this simulation. Instead it is hoped to 
show that even the most primitive geometric stationing of satellite 
ambulances and helipads based on call occurrence rather than hospital 
convenience will provide a reduction in average service time. 
Literature Search 
General Discussion 
A large number of articles relating to the use of the helicopter 
for evacuation of civilian patients have recently been published. This 
increased interest is in large measure probably due to the unprecedented 
success of aeromedical evacuation in the Vietnam War. It has been 
estimated that in rural areas two helicopters could provide a faster, 
less expensive service than eight more ambulances ( 1 2 ) . 
In general, the literature available which has examined the civil 
tuse of the helicopter ambulance has proposed and examined systems in 
which the helicopter was flown directly to the accident scene to 
accomplish a required evacuation. This system is of course limited 
by an area in which the helicopter can be landed and therefore finds 
major limitations in densely populated areas such as the downtown 
area of a city. A recommendation of the Air Medical Evacuation System 
(AMES) Study by Arizona State University was that the helicopter 
ambulance be used primarily as a rural and remote area system where 
its speed, observation capability, and accessibility to remote 
locations could be used most effectively ( 1 ) . 
The concept of flying the air ambulance directly to an accident 
or patient scene provides three areas of further study. As previously 
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mentioned a suitable landing area becomes a requirement for utilization 
of the helicopter. The size of the landing area required depends on 
several factors. The physical size of the aircraft, the horsepower of 
the machine, wind, temperature, altitude, and the load are only some 
of the items that must be considered. Any one of these factors may 
prevent the straight up takeoff or straight down landing that is 
generally associated with the helicopter, and which~are necessary for 
operations in confined areas. The AMES Report noted an unexpected 
result in the selection of suitable helicopter landing areas. In 
several cases people on the ground, unaware of the capabilities of the 
helicopter selected landing sites at a greater distance from the actual 
evacuation scene than was necessary (1). 
It must be recognized that in some cases no landing site will be 
available. Two alternatives then exist. The patient can be evacuated 
by ground vehicle to a suitable location for transfer to a helicopter, 
or a litter and hoist can be used for evacuation. The litter and hoist 
method, though frequently used in combat situations, presents several 
problems. 
As of December 1969 it was reported that there was no standard or 
commercially available litter that could be lifted by hoist and provide 
the protection and comfort necessary to the patient. The Army Combat 
Developments Command was at that time testing a litter basket designed 
to give patient protection, a quick change capability, and one that 
could be used with only limited training being needed by the using air 
crew (3). A rescue collar of the type used by the Coast Guard is another 
possibility, but this device requires the cooperation of the injured 
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party. This cooperation may not always be possible. Hoisting operations 
will necessarily require a helicopter of sufficient size, power, and 
hence greater cost, to permit hovering out of ground effect, internal 
space for manipulating the. litter basket, and design to permit the 
mounting of the hoist. Add to this the unsettling effect of the 
experience of being helplessly hoisted into the air for perhaps one's 
first ride in a helicopter, and the inherent noise and rotorwash typical 
of helicopter operations, and it is easy to see why at least one hospital 
official is opposed to litter and hoist evacuations (9). 
A second consideration that must be included in helicopter 
evacuation directly from the patient scene is that of weather. It must 
be recognized that certain weather conditions will prevent helicopter 
operations. If existing conditions provide less than one mile visibility 
the helicopter cannot legally be operated under Visual Flight Rules in 
controlled airspace. It may fly outside controlled airspace at 1200 
feet or less above the ground surface at a speed that allows the pilot 
adequate opportunity to see other air traffic or other obstructions in 
time to avoid a collision (5). At sixty miles per hour one half mile 
visibility gives the pilot: 30 seconds to react to a fixed obstacle. 
While the helicopter may be restricted by weather that has no effect 
on an ambulance, the opposite may also be true. In deep snow a helicopter 
may be able to fly while an ambulance might have to wait until roads are 
clear. Finally, the helicopter can be operated under Instrument Flight 
Rules when weather conditions present zero visibility and ceiling. In. 
this case, the only limitation is the requirement for some minimum 
visibility and ceiling at the aircraft's destination, and depends on 
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the type of instrument approach available. 
The last restriction that will be mentioned with regard to the 
direct evacuation system being discussed is that of helicopter range. 
This will again be dependent on the type of helicopter being used. For 
this discussion, the range of the helicopter will be the distance that 
it can fly to a required patient evacuation and return to the hospital 
without refueling. Using a Hiller FH-1100 helicopter in their study, 
the Air Medical Evacuation System selected an operating radius, or range, 
for their helicopters of 150 miles (1). 
The three restrictive areas just discussed were emphasized for 
a definite purpose. In the model proposed by this thesis, a two step 
method of helicopter evacuation will be used. As was previously 
mentioned, this method will involve transporting the patient from the 
accident scene or other location to a selected site for pick up and 
evacuation to the hospital by helicopter. This system will eliminate 
the need for litter and hoist operations, remove the problems encoun­
tered in confined area operations, and should the proposed pickup site 
be equipped with a radio beacon and appropriate instrument approach 
procedure, remove at least part of the helicopter weather restriction. 
Further the two step method will in effect increase the operating 
radius of the helicopter system. This is best illustrated by again 
referring to the Air Medical Evacuation System Study. The AMES project 
attempted to provide helicopter evacuation to the entire State of 
Arizona. It was determined that the 150 mile operating radius of the 
helicopter prevented complete coverage of the state and therefore more 
than one helicopter service would be necessary. Using two zones of 
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operation it was found that all but 8.94 percent of non-urban casualties 
could be serviced. 
In Figure 1 the center of the two sectors used in the AMES 
Study are indicated by points A and B and their area coverage is 
shown by the dashed circles. Areas not receiving coverage under 
this system are crosshatched. 
The AMES Study further estimated the cost of one ambulance plus 
appropriate medical equipment to be $13,500 and its speed when answering 
a hypothetical call was assumed to be 50 miles per hour. The cost of 
one helicopter ambulance plus appropriate medical equipment was similarly 
found to be $118,458 and the helicopters hypothetical speed was assumed 
to be 90 miles per hour. Thus for the cost of one helicopter roughly 
eight ambulances could be purchased. Additionally, in one hour and 
forty minutes the ambulance could travel 83 miles at 50 miles per hour 
while the helicopter could travel 150 miles at 90 miles per hour (1). 
Again Figure 1 shows the establishment of one central helicopter 
sector at point C and its area coverage by the solid circle. If eight 
satellite ambulances are positioned at points one through eight with 
each having an operating radius of 83 miles the areas not receiving 
coverage are indicated by shading. It is obvious that more complete 
coverage is provided by the satellite or two step system. Each of the 
eight satellite ambulances can pick up a patient within its sector and 
deliver him to a pick up point on the circumference of the helicopter 
sector with minimum waiting time for the ambulance to helicopter transfer. 
The cost of satellite garage facilities for the eight ambulances or the 
cost of establishing a second helicopter sector have not been considered. 
3 2 
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BASE FOR TWO HELICOPTER SYSTEM 
C O 
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Figure 1 . Comparative Coverage in Arizona—Two Helicopters or One 
Helicopter with Satellite Ambulances. 
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The two step method of evacuation indirectly suggests that 
satellite locations, or decentralization of ambulances requires more 
investigation. The City of New York utilized a computer simulation of 
its Kings County Hospital District in 1967. The objective of the 
simulation was to attempt to improve ambulance service by decreasing 
two irelated performance measures: 
(1) response time - the period between receipt of a call at 
the ambulance station and arrival of an ambulance at the scene; 
(2) round-trip time - the period between receipt of a call at 
the ambulance station and arrival of the assigned ambulance at the 
hospital with the patient. 
Three alternatives were considered in the simulation. Two in­
volved increasing the number of ambulances available and the tMrd pro­
posed redistributing the existing ambulances in the district by locating 
some of them at satellite garages-
It was found that emergency calls were not uniformly and randomly 
distnibuted throughout the area being studied. Due to varying population 
density and socio-economic characteristics certain subsections of the 
district had higher demands for ambulances than did others (13). This 
lack of randomness was also discovered in a study completed in the 
San Francisco area where it was discovered that Negro emergency patients, 
for instance, accounted for more than four times what would be expected 
if calls were based on Negro proportional representation in the urban 
population (10). 
Figure 2 shows the clustering of calls found in the Kings County 
Hospital District. A superficial look at Figure 2 suggests that a 
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H - Hospital 
S - Satellite Garage 
gure 2 . Ambulance Call Distribution in Kings County Hospital District 
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substantial improvement in ambulance service could be acMeved by 
stationing a satellite garage at point S. Since an ambulance located 
at S could pick up a patient and deliver him to the hospital while 
eliminating the trip from the hospital a 50 percent reduction in the 
time required to take a patient from the accident scene to the 
hospital was envisioned. The time for the ambulance to then return 
to the satellite garage was not considered. 
During the simulation the number of ambulances available was . 
held constant at seven. These were moved to the satellite location 
one by one. It was found that the greatest service time reduction was 
achieved when all seven ambulances were assigned to the satellite 
location. This finding was interpreted to mean that in this case a 
redrawing of hospital district lines was probably in order. 
The second finding of interest in this simulation was that the 
time required to get a patient to the hospital was reduced by only five 
percent rather than the 50 percent envisioned. 
Several explanations are given for these results. In the first 
place not all the time that elapses is travel time. As Figure 3 shows, 
various delays contribute to the total round-trip time and many of 
these cannot be eliminated by locating the ambulance elsewhere. 
Secondly, the ambulances will be called upon to service from 
anywhere in the district, not only in the immediate vicinity of their 
satellite station. Finally, as the frequency of calls increases the 
ambulances will spend more and more time shuttling back and forth 
between the hospital and the satellite location. 
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Figure 3. Sequence of Events During a Call Showing Time Relationships. 
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The final finding of interest was that as the number of ambulances 
available for service was increased, service time decreased to a certain 
point then leveled off, and then actually increased as is shown By 
Figure 4. 
This may be attributed to the reduction in time needed to assign 
an ambulance to a call when more ambulances are available and less waiting 
time for a free ambulance is needed. The geographical characteristics of 
a district determine the actual travel time and a large number of ambulances 
will not reduce this time. Too many ambulances leads to a situation where 
they literally get in each other's way and response time may actually go 
up. This suggests an investigation of ambulance utilization. 
Utilization may be defined as the fraction of the time that an 
ambulance spends on a call. The New York study determined that the 
minimum response time would be achieved when ambulance utilization was 
42 percent. If the utilization figure was greater than this then 
improved service would result from the addition of more ambulances, and 
if less than 42 percent, ambulances could safely be released from the 
system. 
If the number of ambulances is N and their utilization is U, 
then the number of ambulances, N 1, required in order to produce a 
utilization of 42 percent is given by the formula 
.42 
Among the conclusion of the New York studies (13) (16) were the 
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Figure. 4. Response Times 
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(1) Ambulances ought to be stationed wher  the patients are. If 
the distribution of cals indicate that a particular hospital is wel 
situated to serve as an ambulance station, it should be used as such. 
(2) Ambulances should be completely dispersed. Rarely should 
there be two or more ambulances stationed at one location. In dis­
cussing satelite locations the studies not only suggested satelite 
garages, but on-the-street: ambulance stations similar to bus stops, 
taxi stands, or reserved parking places in front of hotels. The later 
suggestion would probably reduce the dispatching delay. 
(3) A satelite station, without additon of ambulances to the 
curently existing fleet,is a relatively inexpensive way to improve 
ambulance response times because it places ambulances near the demand. 
The relative costs of three related alternatives is given in Table 1. 
Cost efectiveness brings up the question of not only ambulance 
Cost ef 
but helicopter costs. Though it is acepted that the helicopter is a 
much more expensive machine, it is often difficult to find agreement in 
actual dolar values given. It is also recognized that the operation 
of a helicopter ambulance would be more expensive than the operation of 
a vehicular ambulance systems now in use. Several things must be 
considered when the cost of either the helicopter or ground ambulance 
is examined. 
Various figures for the hourly cost of operating a helicopter 
ambulance can be found. Operating costs for the Air Medical Evacuation 
Service Study were budgetd at $40 per hour although Fairchild Hiler 
promised $30 per hour costs. In its final report the AMES Study gave 
a figure of $45.69 as hourly operating costs (1). Using surplus H-19's 
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Table 1. Cost Comparison of Three Alternatives. 
Alternative Effectiveness Cost Cost Cost 
Minutes Saved $/ Effectiveness Per 
Month $/Minute Call 
Open a 
Satellite 1.5 2343 .43 .64 
Add Three 
Ambulances 0.3 6286 5.73 1.72 
Add 
Satellites 
and Ambulances 2.6 8629 .91 2.36 
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purchased from the Army for the Nebraska National Guard, cost per hour 
rises to $150. It must be remembered that the H-19 can accommodate 
eight to 10 stretchers, whereas the FH-1100 used in the AMES Study 
carried two patients (1, 8). 
The operating costs of the Hughs 500 Executive Transport vary 
between $64.07 and $36.71 per hour dependent on the number of hours 
flown per year. Differences are found in indirect operating costs, 
primarily depreciation (7). Fairchild Hiller also states that the 
operating costs for the FH-1100 are $34.96 per hour, a fourth figure 
for one specific helicopter (4). 
A direct comparison, between ground and helicopter ambulance 
operating costs can be found in the operation of the Superior Ambulance 
Service of Detroit, Michigan. One common run for this service is from 
Wayne County General Hospital to the University of Michigan at Ann 
Arbor--a ground distance of 33 miles. Ground time is 40 minutes; 
helicopter time is 12 minutes. Patients are charged a flat fee of 
$30 per call plus $1.50 per mile for helicopter service as compared 
with $30 per call plus $1.00 per mile for ground ambulance service. 
The difference in cost is $16 for the run described while the difference 
in time is 28 minutes. 
Superior estimates helicopter operating.costs at $113.50 per 
hour, a much higher figure than was arrived at by the AMES Study. 
This may be explained by the wage differences for the two separate 
localities, different items being included in computation of operating 
costs, and the fact that the two different helicopter models are being 
compared. Surprisingly, Superior Ambulance Service uses a Bell 47J 
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helicopter, a smaller and less expensive model than the Fairchild Hiller 
FH-1100. It is important to mention that Superior's helicopter operations 
are not making money at the rates charged. They do, however, provide 
experience and data (8). 
Very quickly, we have established a relatively wide range of 
helicopter operating costs--from a low of $30 per hour to a high of 
$150 per hour. As a more detailed comparison of the costs of helicopter 
and ground ambulances is made, many more obstacles are encountered. 
System set-up costs and operating costs must be determined to make 
a comparison between the two systems. System set-up costs include 
training, personal equipment, medical equipment, crew equipment, and 
communications. Operating costs include direct operating costs, fixed 
operating costs, and other associated fixed operating costs to include: 
a. Personnel salaries; 
b. Maintenance; 
c. In service training; and, 
d. Insurance. 
Ground Ambulance Costs 
Since ground ambulance costs are most commonly found, costs 
related to these systems will first be discussed in more detail. In 
a study conducted by the Gulf South Research Institute for the State 
of Louisiana (Project Number MS-221), it was pointed out that in a 
recently initiated emergency medical services program, the city of 
Jacksonville, Florida, had purchased completely equipped ambulances 
made up of a specially designed and constructed emergency medical 
care unit mounted on a one-ton truck chassis. The total cost for 
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this ambulance was $12,500. The truck chassis which costs approximately 
$2800 will be replaced every three years, while the medical care unit, 
which accounts for most of the cost, will be used for at least nine 
years. Each unit meets the medical requirements for ambulance design 
and equipment, including radios (1). 
The Jacksonville system becomes advantageous if the basic cost 
of the standard model ambulance is $7000 or more, and if it is replaced 
every three years. It is estimated that an ambulance currently costs 
$4000 in Atlanta (9). If these vehicles are replaced every three years, 
the total cost in nine years would be $12,000 as opposed to $20,900 for 
the Jacksonville system. 
As ground ambulance systems are already in existence, their total 
set-up costs would be at best an estimate. A comparison of set-up costs 
betweehethe helicopter and ground ambulance system will therefore not 
be made. There is also a wide range given for the actual cost of 
operating a system and three estimates of various costs are therefore 
provided (1, 16, 20). 
Grady Memorial Hospital provided the operational costs of their 
ambulance service for 1968. These costs are shown in Table 2. 
The study conducted by the City of New York, concerning the 
possible use of satellite locations for ambulances also provided 
costs for a ground ambulance service. These costs are shown in Table 3. 
Using a report entitled, "The Economics of Highway Emergency 
Ambulance Services," by Dunlap and Associates and the Air Medical 
Evacuation System Demonstration Project, the final estimated capital 
and annual operating costs shown in Table 4 were arrived at (18). 
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Table 2. Grady Memorial Hospital Ambulance Service Operational Cost. 
(Six Ambulances and One Van) 
Item Cost/Year 
12 Drivers Salaries $63,800 
Vehicle Supplies 100 
Gasoline and Oil 5,500 
Maintenance 4,000 
$74,400 
12 Attendants Salaries $40,320 
Medical Supplies 1,000 
$41,320 
Vehicle Liability Insurance $ 2,700 
Total Vehicle Operational Cost 118,420 
Private Ambulance Emergency Backup 5,000 
TOTAL COST $123,420 
Six Vehicles Total Five in use 
One in reserve 
One bus van 
Cost of Operating One Ambulance Per Year 












I. Vehicle $5,700 
Ambulance(6 yr. life) 4,900 
Equipment(6 yr. life) 800 
II. Vehicle Maintenance 
and Supplies 
Maintenance and Repair Supplies 
Mechanic's Labor 
Gasoline and Oil 
































































Table 3 Continued 
For three shifts per day, seven days per week. 
Allowing for vacations, illness, etc., five crews are required to 
staff an ambulance three shifts per day, seven days per week. 
Satellite operation is predicated on garage staffing for only eight 
hours per day, five days per week. 
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Table 4. Estimated Capital and Annual Operating Costs for Two Sizes 
of Emergency Ambulance Services 
Cost Elements 22,000 Population 276,000 Population 
Service Area Service Area 
1 Location 2 Locations 
2 Vehicles 6 Vehicles 
(840 calls/yr) (10,050 calls/yr) 
Fixed Cost Elements 
Driver/Attendant Wages $60,230 $180,690 
Support Personnel Wages 10,512 10,512 
Employee Benefits (13.4%) 9,460 25,300 
Vehicle Depreciation 1,866 4,698 
Equipment Depreciation 2,156 6,468 
Facilities Rental 7,580 18,440 
Facilities Maintenance 
(30% of Rent) 2,274 5,532 
Utilities (25% of Rent) 1,895 4,610 
Telephone ($988 per manned ambulance)l, 976 5,028 
Vehicle Insurance 
Basic Liability (20,000) 
$145/yr/vehicle 290 870 
Excess Limits Liability 
(500,000) $465/yr/veh. 930 2,790 
Business Insurance (est. as 
17% of veh. ins. Incl. general, 
fire, contents, equipment damage) 207 622 
Other fixed costs (1,500 
per year per vehicle) 3,000 9,000 
TOTAL FIXED COSTS 102,376 274,560 
Variable Cost Elements 
Vehicle Operation and 
Maintenance ($3.25/call) 2,730 32,662 
Other Variable Costs 
($2.25/call) 1,890 22,613 
TOTAL VARIABLE COSTS 4,620 55,275 
TOTAL ANNUAL COST $106,996 $329,835 
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A comparison of the three tables of ambulance operating costs 
is difficult because each takes different items into account, and 
each is based on a different section of the country. Using Grady 
Hospital's data as a base, however, the following comparison can 
be arrived at. 
Grady Hospital gives the cost of operating an ambulance for 
one year as $19,730. Removing the proportionate cost of insurance 
for one vehicle, $450, we arrive at an adjusted figure of $19,280. 
Using only those costs included in this figure to calculate the 
operating cost of one ambulance for one year in New York we obtain 
the following figures. 
Maintenance and Repair Supplies $657 
Gasoline and Oil 296 
Oxygen and Medical Supplies 500 
Motor Vehicle Operator Salary 13,000 
Attendant Salary 10,000 
The total cost in the New York system adjusted to include 
only those items common to both Grady and New York is $24,453. 
Extending the comparison to Table 4, we arrive at a figure 
of $35,559 per ambulance per year. This great disparity can be 
explained by more closely examining salaries. First of all, Atlanta 
pays much lower than average labor rates for drivers and attendants 
than does the rest of the nation (20). When compared to Atlanta, the 
higher operating cost shown for New York emergency ambulance services 
is almost totally attributable to the difference in wages being paid 
to both the attendant and the driver. 
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In addition, the figure arrived at by using Table 4 is based on 
the attendant having the same training as a medical corpsman, and the 
driver being at an intermediate training level demanding a higher 
wage. If minimum standards are used for both driver and attendant 
qualifications, the cost of driver/attendant wages per vehicle can 
be adjusted down from $30,115 to $19,324. Adding to th±s} the vehicle 
operation and maintenance costs, we arrive at a figure of $24,768. 
Even when comparing costs of established systems, we do not 
easily find complete agreement. As has already been mentioned, 
helicopter operating costs can quickly be given a wide range of 
values. The most detailed analysis of costs associated with the 
helicopter ambulance is provided by the AMES Study. Using the ground 
ambulance already compared, we can easily conclude that helicopter 
operating costs will be at least, if not more, variable between 
different localities. 
Helicopter Ambulance Costs 
As with ground ambulances, the most comprehensive figures for 
the costs associated with the helicopter ambulance may be found in the 
Air Medical Evacuation System Final Report. These costs, including 
set-up and operating costs, are summarized in Table 5. 
As could be expected, the cost of operating a helicopter 
ambulance is much more than that of operating a motor ambulance. Only 
a major reduction in the time needed to take a patient from his present 
location to a medical facility would justify the use of the helicopter 
when considering only cost effectiveness. Even then the value of a 
human life, impossible to precisely define, must be considered. 
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Table 5. Helicopter Ambulance-Associated Costs 
Item Cost 
Set-Up Cost  
Purchase Price FH-1100 Helicopter with Aircraft 
Accessories-' $116,442.50 Helicopter Medical Equipment 794.37 Helicopter Crew Equipment 6.85 Control Hospital Radio Communications-Equipment 
and Instalation 1,481.00 
o 
Medical Training Set-Up Costs 10,644.05 Personal Equipment 1,620.52 Hospital Heliport3 2,000.00 
TOTAL SET-UP COSTS $132,989.29 
Monthly Fixed Costs 
Insurance $ 2,026.17 Depreciation of Helicopter 1,940.71 Pilot's Salaries and Payrol Costs (5 pilots) 8,685.00 Mechanic's Salary and Payrol Costs 1,014.00 Paramedics Salaries and Payrol Costs (5 Paramedics) 4,650.00 
Supervisor's Salary and Payrol Cost  1,125.92 
TOTAL MONTHLY FIXED COSTS $ 19,441.80 
4 Helicopter Direct Operating Costs $45.69/Hour x 150 Hours/Month $ 6,854.00 
TOTAL MONTHLY COSTS $ 26,295.80 
T̂he cost of a snow kit included in the AMES Report was deleted to obtain the cost shown. 2 For five crews and one supervisor. A crew consists of a pilot and paramedic. (See Note 2, Table 3.) Cost includes salaries, payrol costs, expendable supplies, oncthe-job training, and the American Academy of Orthopedic Surgeons Training Course. 3 A survey by the Vertical Lift Council found that hospital heliports in exisnce ranged in cost from $100 to $40,000. Costs between $1000 and $3000 were most typical, however, and $2000 represents an average of 
Table 5 Continued 
these typical costs (6). 
4 
Includes fuel, oil, scheduled and unscheduled maintenance and parts 
reserve for parts, and radio maintenance and parts. 
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The major cost in the helicopter ambulance system is that of 
the helicopter itself. It has been suggested that when hostilities 
cease in Vietnam, a large number of helicopters will be declared 
surplus and made available to public agencies at very low prices. 
In addition, the military experience is expected to provide a large 
number of men who have served as paramedics and thus have experience 
in helicopter evacuation. Both of these predictions could substantially 
reduce helicopter ambulance set-up costs (8). 
The cost of operating any ambulance service has continually 
increased and may cause a major change in the service. Funeral homes 
provide a large number of the ambulances available in the southern 
states, and three-fourths of these reported operating at a loss. Thus 
economics are already forcing the funeral home out of the ambulance 
business. Add new standards for ambulance, driver, and attendant and 
we find that many more ambulance services will be forced to stop 
operations (17, 18), 
Meanwhile, to be eligible for federal aid for highways, a state 
must insure that emergency medical care and transportation of the injured 
will be provided (18). A solution is state and local governmental 
control and subsidizing of emergency services. Once the ambulance is 
viewed as a necessary public service, operating funds for the helicopter 
ambulance may become available. 
Even when this becomes the case, however, a system which will 
minimize the number of helicopters needed to provide a quickly 
responsive service, and the trade-off of several ambulances for one 
helicopter must be kept in mind. 
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CHAPTER II 
DATA COLLECTION FOR THE MODEL 
General Discussion 
To simulate the systems proposed, statistical data related to 
several facets of the ambulance system were collected and evaluated. 
The data that was required for this study could not be obtained from 
a single source. Nevertheless, most of the information required was 
obtained by observation, historical records, and interviews with the 
personneilrbf Grady Memorial Hospital ambulance system. 
Those areas for which data was collected for inclusion in the 
computer simulation include the following: 
(1) Call arrival rate. 
(2) Distance from the hospital or satellite location to the 
patient, or patient location. 
(3) Weather conditions effecting helicopter operations. 
(4) Speed of the ambulance. 
(5) Delay of ambulance at patient scene. 
(6) Delay of ambulance when leaving the hospital. 
(7) Delay after returning to the hospital and before returning 
to service. 
(8) False calls and calls not needing actual evacuation by 
ambulance. 
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Call Arrival Rate _________ ______ ( 
The distribution of time between ambulance calls taken from 
hospital records closely approximated a negative exponential distribu­
tion as shown in Figure 5. Wllmot (19) found that the negative 
exponential also described the distribution of time between accident 
calls. As a result, the negative exponential was used in the model 
to determine ambulance call times. 
Distance to Patient 
Two studies were found which examined the distribution of the 
distance from the hospital to an accident or patient scene. Wilmot (19) 
assumed that the distance from the hospital to the scene of an accident 
conformed to a negative exponential with a mean of three miles. Using 
a sample size of 22, Blum (2) proposed that the distance was normally 
distributed with a mean of 3.82 miles. A report by Grady Hospital, 
though giving no distribution, found the average distance an ambulance 
traveled to the scene of a call was 3.8 miles (9). 
In that a decentralized system of ambulances is being studied 
and distance is therefore of extreme importance, a random sample of 
539 calls was used to obtain a distribution, and later to assign 
satellite locations. These calls were plotted on a map of Atlanta 
and are shown in Figure 6 
The distance between Grady Hospital and each patient site was 
then calculated in the following manner. A set of x,y, coordinates 
in tenths of a mile was given for each patient site or call and for 
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Grady Memorial Hospital 
South Fulton Hospital 
Figure. 6... Call Distribution. 
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line between points, travel distance was estimated using a metropolitan 
or rectangular measure in which the travel distance between the two 
points a and b is 
X a " \ 
Using this system, Figure 7 was obtained. 
The average distance to a patient was found to be 3.1 miles. 
The histogram shown in'Figure 7 is quite reasonable. A large number 
of calls extremely close to the hospital would not be expected as 
ambulance evacuation because of the short distances involved. As we 
get further and further away from the hospital, the number of requests 
again goes down as local ambulance services, and not the central system 
at Grady, are being used. 
To more accurately represent the true state of affairs for the 
total call population, the data distance distribution was adjusted or 
smoothed. The resulting hypothetical distribution of call distances 
is shown in Figure 8, and this distribution will be used in the 
simulation. 
To test the donformity of the hypothetical distance distribution 
to the data distribution, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov goodness of fit test 
was used based on the data contained in Table 6. This test concerns 
itself with the largest single deviation between the data and the 
hypothesized cumulative distribution (14). The acceptable deviation 
is given by 
Y - Y, (ID 
L -J Nl + N 2 
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Table 6. Distribution of Call Distance 
Hospital Data Hypothetical Data Difference 
Distance „ - . . _ - .. Between 1 \ i - Cumulative _ Cumulative - . (Miles) Frequency ^. ^ J_. Frequency ^. ^ ., . . Cumulative n J Distribution n J Distribution _. ^ ., .. Distribution 
0.1 0 .000 4 .007 .007 
0.2 4 .007 5 .015 .008 
0.3 6 .019 6 .024 .006 
0.4 8 .033 7 .036 . .003 
0.5 13 .058 8 .049 .009 
0.6 7 .071 9 .063 .008 
0.7 10 .089 10 .080 .009 
0.8 11 .109 10 .096 .013 
0.9 13 .134 11 .114 .020 
1.0 7 .147 12 .133 .014 
1.1 11 .167 13 .154 .013 
1.2 13 .191 13 .175 .016 
1.3 10 .210 14 .198 .012 
1.4 12 .232 14 .221 .011 
1.5 13 .256 15 .245 .011 
1.6 15 .284 16 .271 .013 
1.7 16 .314 17 .299 .M5 
1.8 14 .340 18 .328 .012 
1.9 18 .373 18 .357 .016 
2.0 23 .416 18 .386 .030 
2.1 11 .436 17 .414 .022 
2.2 9 .453 16 .440 .013 
2.3 9 .469 16 .466 .003 
2.4 14 .495 15 .490 .005 
2.5 6 .506 14 .513 .007 
2.6 12 ..529 13 .534 .005 
2.7 13 .553 12 .554 .001 
2.8 14 ,579 12 .573 .006 
2.9 11 ..599 11 .591 .008 
3.0 10 ..618 10 .607 .011 
3.1 13 .642 10 .623 .019 
3.2 10 .661 9 .638 .023 
3.3 8 ,675 9 .653 .022 
3.4 7 .688 8 .666 .022 
3.5 5 .698 8 .679 .019 
3.6 9 .714 8 .692 .022 
3.7 8 .729 7 .703 .026 
3.8 4 .737 7 .714 .023 
3.9 4 .744 7 .726 .018 
4.0 4 .751 6 .735 .016 
4.1 4 .759 6 .745 .014 
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Table 6 Continued 
^. ^ Hospital Data Hypothetical Data Difference Distance - ^. J r „ / , , . - x Cumulative „ Cumulative Between (Miles; Frequency ^. ^ ., . . Frequency TA. . . . _ ^ ^. J Distribution J Distribution Cumulative 
Distribution 
4 4.2 5 .768 6 .755 .013 
4.3 2 .772 6 .765 .007 
4.4 1 .774 6 .774 .000 
4.5 6 .785 5 .782 .003 
4.6 6 .796 5 .791 .005 
4.7 4 .803 5 .799 .004 
4.8 4 .811 5 .807 .004 
4.9 2 .814 5 .815 .001 
5.0 6 .826 5 .823 .003 
5.1 1 .827 4 .830 .003 
5.2 1 .829 4 .836 .007 
5.3 2 .833 4 .843 .010 
5.4 3 .839 4 .849 .010 
5.5 3 .844 4 .856 .012 
5.6 1 .846 33 .860 .014 
5.7 1 .848 3 .865 .023 
5.8 2 .851 3 .870 .019 
5.9 1 .853 3 .877 .024 
6.0 4 .861 3 .880 .019 
6.1 4 .868 3 .885 .017 
6.2 1 .870 3 .890 .020 
6.3 3 .876 3 .895 .019 
6.4 8 .891 3 .899 .008 
6.5 3 .896 3 .904 .008 
6.6 3 .902 3 .909 .007 
6.7 1 .904 3 .914 .010 
6.8 1 .905 3 .919 .014 
6.9 3 .911 3 .924 .013 
7.0 0 .911 3 .929 .018 
7-1 3 .917 3 .933 .016 
7.2 2 .920 2 .937 .017 
7.3 1 .922 2 .940 .018 
7.4 3 .928 2 .943 .015 
7.5 1 .930 2 .946 .016 
7.6 5 .939 2 .950 .011 
7.7 0 .939 2 .953 .014 
7.8 3 .,944 2 .956 .012 
7.9 0 .944 2 .959 .015 
8.0 1 .946 2 .963 .017 
8.1 1 .948 2 .966 .018 
8.2 2 ..952 2 .969 .017 
8.3 2 .956 2 .972 .016 
8.4 1 .957 1 .974 .017 
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Table 6 Continued 
Hospital Data Hypothetical Data Difference 
Distance - . ^ ^. Between 
N „ Cumulative _ Cumulative _ - ^. (Miles) Frequency _. ^ ^. Frequency ^. ^ ^. Cumulative ^ ^ Distribution ^ J Distribution ^. ., . Distribution 
8.5 0 .957 
8.6 2 .961 
8.7 2 .965 
8.8 0 .965 
8.9 1 .967 
9.0 2 .970 
9.1 1 .972 
9.2 1 .974 
9.3 1 .976 
9.4 3 .982 
9.5 0 .982 
9.6 3 .987 
9.7 1 .989 
9.8 1 .991 
9.9 0 .991 
10.0 - -10 + 5 1.000 
1 .976 .019 
1 .977 .016 
1 .979 .014 
1 .981 .016 
1 .982 .015 
1 .984 .014 
1 .985 .013 
1 .987 .013 
1 .989 .013 
1 .990 .008 
1 .992 .010 
1 .994 .007 
1 .995 .006 
1 .997 .008 
1 .998 .007 
1 1.000 .000 
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where L is the significance level factor and and are the number 
of elements in the two samples on which the distributions are based. 
for a significance level of 0.05. 
Since the maximum deviation found was .030 at 2.0 miles, the 
hypothesis of conformity cannot be rejected. 
Further analysis of the Grady data indicates that only 0.9 
percent of the calls received are from a distance of 10 miles or 
greater. To provide an area of sufficient size to warrant the use 
of the helicopter ambulance, all call distances were multiplied by 
three, and the new scale is also indicated in Figure 8. 
Figure 6 also indicates that Grady Memorial Hospital is probably 
very well situated to serve the community. In general, the inner-city, 
downtown hospital, will be in an area of a highddistribution of calls. 
Data collected at Grady Memorial Hospital and the report by Blum (2) 
income, black, and inner city residents although it is available; to, 
and does serve outlying areas and their residents equally well. The 
grouping of people primarily served by Grady ambulances is not unique 
in Atlanta as was previously mentioned in discussing the New York and 
San Francisco studies. 
Although not all calls received by Grady are true emergencies, 
In this case the acceptable deviation was determined to be 
1.36 .0802 
False Calls and Calls Not Needing Evacuation 
indicated that Grady s ambulance service is primarily used by low-
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each is significant in that it decreases the number of ambulances 
available for emergency service. One patient called the ambulance 
only after she grew tired of waiting for a taxicab. This may be 
attributable to the fact that certain individuals below a prescribed 
income level are provided with "Grady Eligible Cards" allowing them 
to receive medical attention without cost. This attention includes 
ambulance service (9), 
In the San Francisco study (10), it was found that not less than 
nine percent of the patients were either gone when the ambulance arrived 
or refused service. These two situations will be defined as false 
calls. Three percent of all calls received were given emergency care, 
guidance, and reassurance but no further treatment and were not trans­
ported. These figures are important in that an ambulance becomes avail­
able for further service when it arrives at a scene and finds no patient 
present or only delays long enough to render on-the-spot assistance to 
the caller. 
For this simulation, it will be assumed that nine percent of 
nonhelicopter calls will be false calls, and three percent of non-
helicopter calls will require aid but not transportation. 
Delay of Ambulance at Patient Scene 
When an ambulance arrives at the scene from which a call was 
received some delay is inevitable if a patient is present. Simply 
loading the individual into the ambulance requires a certain amount 
of time, and if first aid is necessary this time increases. 
If the call is false, a zero delay will be assumed. In the 
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San Francisco study (10), those calls in which the patient required 
only on-the-spot attention found 67 percent requiring 15 minutes or 
more; in 25 percent five minutes; and in eight percent less than 
four minutes. Sample size was 252. Those calls requiring actual 
transportation from the scene found 40 percent requiring 15 minutes 
or more; 30 percent five minutes; and the remaining 30 percent less 
than four minutes. Sample size in this case was 3106. 
Blum (2) using a sample size of 22 found the time elapsed at 
the call scene when transportation was required to be normally distri­
buted with a mean of 3.12 minutes, standard deviation of 2,39 minutes, 
and range of 2.06 to 4.3>8 minutes. 
Because of the apparent disagreement between the two sets of 
data, more reliance was placed in the San Francisco study because of the 
difference in sample size. The minimum delay found in the Blum paper, 
approximately two minutes,, will also be used. 
For this simulation delay at the scene not requiring transportation 
will be provided by a function assigning 67 percent of the calls a delay 
of between 15 and 20 minutes, 25 percent a delay of five minutes, and 
eight percent a delay of between four and two minutes. If transportation 
is required, 40 percent of the calls will be assigned a delay of between 
15 and 20 minutes, 30 percent a dela}^ of five minutes, and the remaining 
30 percent a delay of between four and two minutes. 
Speed of the Ambulance 
Blum (2) also provides an ambulance speed distribution in his 
paper. Average speed of an ambulance both going to and returning with 
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a patient was found to be normally distributed with a mean of 26.65 
miles per hour and a standard deviation of 12.57 miles per hour. 
Though this figure is considerably less than the 50 miles per hour 
speed assumed in the AMES Report (1), it should be remembered that 
the Grady ambulances operate in a much more congested area. 
Average speed for calls may also present a misleading picture. 
An emergency run with an average speed of 15.1 miles per hour actually 
reached a top speed of 70 miles per hour during the run. The actual 
range of average speeds on individual runs was found to be 7.7 to 
58.2 miles per hour. 
In this simulation, the normal distribution Blum arrived at will 
be used to determine the speed of an ambulance within 10.8 miles of 
the hospital. Beyond that: distance, it will be assumed that congestion 
decreases and a 50 mile per hour speed is again reasonable. 
Delay After Returning to the Hospital 
Even after the ambulance has physically reached the hospital 
with the patient, it is not immediately available to answer another 
call. Such routine actions as refueling require a certain amount of 
time. The condition of the patient will vary and with it the delay 
associated with that patient. In the extreme case of a patient who 
dies enroute to the hospital, the maximum delay occurs in the Grady 
system. A doctor must pronounce the patient dead, the ambulance must 
then take the patient to the morgue, and attendants are required to 
remain present while personal effects are inventoried. This delay 
has been known to take up to an hour (9). 
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In evaluating the delay experienced at Grady Memorial Hospital, 
the curve shown in Figure 9 was obtained. The curve conforms to a 
negative exponential and will be used for this simulation. 
Delay of Ambulance When Leaving the Hospital 
When a call for an ambulance reaches a hospital, there is some 
delay before the ambulance actually leaves to answer the call. Time is 
required for the ambulance crew to get from their waiting area to the 
ambulance itself. Next the vehicle must be started and the actual 
departure made. Traffic, both pedestrian and vehicular, may again 
delay this departure. 
Statistical data for these two delays are provided in the Blum 
paper (2). Through direct: observation and stopwatch measurements at 
Grady Memorial Hospital, the figures shown in Table 7 were arrived at. 
A constant value of one minute will be used in the model to 
simulate the delay of an ambulance in leaving the hospital. 
Weather Conditions Affecting Helicopter Operations 
In the simulation model proposed by Wilmot (19), a weather 
section is provided. The weather conditions for a particular time 
are determined from probability functions for each of the twelve 
months. Data for these functions was obtained from the metropolitan 
weather summaries published by the United States Weather Bureau. It 
was assumed that a helicopter ambulance could not be used in weather 
conditions providing less than 0.5 miles visibility and 500 feet of 
ceiling. 
A two step system of helicopter evacuation provides the 
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Delay at Hospital--Minutes 
Figure 9. Delay After Reaching Hospital and Before Returning to Service. 
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Lower * Upper 
Limit Limit 
Time required to reach 
a vehicle (minutes) .43 .47 .25 .62 
Time required to leave 
hospital area (minutes) .66 .94 .30 1.03 
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possibility of using the helicopter ambulance even under instrument 
flight conditions as was previously discussed. Assuming this possibility 
exists will further provide the best possible case for two step 
evacuation, and will be assumed in this simulation model. 
Other Delays 
In addition to those operations for which statistical data was 
analyzed to arrive at a waltmggpperiod or delay, several other areas 
must be considered. In general, these other delays will be assumed to 
be constant and most are related to helicopter ambulance operations for 
which statistical data is not available. 
Maintenance 
Aircraft maintenance will be simulated quite simply. Each time 
the helicopter has accumulated 100 flying hours, it will be removed 
from the system for periodic maintenance. It will be returned to 
service after 48 hours have elapsed. 
Since four vehicles are kept in reserve for the ground ambulance 
system from which the majority of data was obtained, no provision for 
simulation of ambulance maintenance will be made. 
Delay of Helicopter Leaving Hospital 
As with the ground ambulance, the helicopter will not leave the 
exact instant that a call for service is received. The crew must board 
and start the aircraft, and then must perform several navigational and 
engine instrument checks. These operations will be assumed to take six 
minutes and will further assume that all other preflight checks will be 
accomplished during periods in which the helicopter is not being used.(l). 
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Delay of Helicopter at Pick-Up Site 
The helicopter delay at pick-up site will involve only that 
time required to transfer a patient from the ambulance to the helicopter 
and to exchange any essential information about the patient between 
attendants. Any immediate assistance needed by the patient will have 
already have rendered by the ambulance crew. It will be assumed that 
the transfer will remain constant at five minutes. 
Delay in Returning Helicopter to Service 
When the helicopter returns to the hospital, it may be assumed 
that delivery of the patient to the proper clinic will be accomplished 
by other means. Delay will be less than the ambulance, may involve 
refueling and clean up, and will be assumed to remain constant at 15 
minutes. 
Helicopter Speed 
The speed of the helicopter ambulance will be assumed to be 
constant at 90 miles per hour. 
Grid Coordinate System 
Although a distribution providing the distance from the central 
ambulance facility has been obtained, some manner of dealing with 
satellite ambulances and helipads is needed. 
If calls received, ambulance locations, and helipads are assigned 
a set of x,y, coordinates several problems encountered in using only 
the distance distribution are eliminated. Sector assignments can be 
simplified by assigning certain coordinate groupings to a particular 
designated area. A program can then be written which will calculate 
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the distance between an ambulance and a call, and the call and the 
hospital, using the rectangular measure system. Distance between 
the satellite location and the hospital will of course remain constant. 
Since the helicopter will fly in a straight line, this slightly 
different computation is also possible. 
To generalize the model, the adjusted distances generated will 
be assigned coordinates in a 60 by 60 mile grid coordinate system with 
the hospital assumed to be at the center. Initially, six ambulances 
will be retained and will be assigned positions based on smoothed 
distance distribution and appropriate adjustments of the coordinates 
obtained from the plotted data shown in Figure 6. 
Two ambulances will remain at the hospital with first priority 
for all calls received from distances of 5.4 miles or less. This will 
account for 32.8 percent of approximately one third of all expected calls. 
Remaining calls will be distributed among four satellite sectors 
each assigned one ambulance. Satellite sectors will be drawn such that 
each receives an approximately equal number of calls, causing sectors to 
be of different size and shape. Satellite ambulances will be located 
10.8 miles from the central hospital and approximately centered in 
their sector. 
In phase three, calls received from a distance of greater than 
10.8 miles from the hospital will use helicopter evacuation. For this 
purpose, satellite helipads will be located in each of the outer sectors. 
Eight helipads will be assumed. One helipad in each sector and one 
each on the boundary between sectors will provide each sector a choice 
of three helipads. It is also assumed that helipads will be available 
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without cost. For example, the parking lot of a shopping center could 
be used. 
Figure 10 is a diagram of the proposed system and includes 
percentages of calls in each sector, locations of helipads and 
satellite locations, and sector boundaries. The shape of the actual 
area covered is a result of the rectangular system of measurement 
being used. 
For simulation purposes, the percentageoof calls at a given 
distance in each sector outside the central sector is provided in 
Table 8. For those values that were not found in the statistical 
data, an example being 21.0 miles, it was assumed that an equal 
number of calls would be received from each sector. 
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Figure 10. Sector Assignment of Calls 
Table 8. Call Distribution by Sector 
Adjusted Total NE NW SE SW 
Distance Calls Sector Sector Sector Sector 
# % # % # % # % 
5.7 18 4 .222 4 .222 7 .167 3 .389 
6.0 23 6 .261 4 .174 3 .130 10 .435 
6.3 11 3 .273 1 .091 3 .273 4 .363 
6.6 9 3 .333 2 .222 1 .112 3 .333 
6.9 99 2 .222 2 .444 2 .222 1 .112 
7.2 14 3 .214 4 .286 2 .143 5 .537 
7.5 6 1 .167 3 .500 2 .333 0 .000 
7.8 12 4 .334 1 .083 1 .083 6 .500 
8.1 13 2 .154 5 .384 4 .308 2 .154 
8.4 14 1 .072 4 .286 3 .214 6 .428 
8.7 11 3 .273 3 .273 1 .091 4 .363 
9.0 10 0 .000 3 .300 4 .400 3 . .300 
9.3 13 2 .154 3 .230 4 .308 4 .308 
9.6 10 1 .100 2 .200 3 .300 4 .400 
9.9 8 1 .125 0 .000 3 .375 4 .500 
10.2 7 2 .268 0 .000 4 .571 1 .143 
10.5 5 1 .200 2 .400 2 .400 0 .000 
10.8 9 2 .222 1 .112 3 .333 3 .333 
11.1 8 1 .125 0 .000 4 .500 3 .375 
11.4 4 2 .500 0 .000 0 .000 2. .500 
11.7 4 2 .500 0 .000 2 .500 0 .000 
12.0 4 0 .000 1 .250 1 .250 2 .500 
12.3 4 1 .250 0 .000 1 .250 2 .500 
12.6 5 1 .200 1 .200 0 .000 3 .600 
12.9 2 0 .000 1 .500 0 .000 1 .500 
13.2 1 0 .000 0 .000 1 110 0 .000 
13.5 6 2 .333 1 .167 1 .167 21 .333 
13.8 6 3 .500 1 .167 0 .000 2 .333 
14-1 4 0 .000 2 .500 1 .250 1 .250 
14.4 4 0 .000 1 .250 0 .000 3. .750 
14.7 2 2 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
15.0 6 2 .333 2 .333 1 .167 1 .167 
15.3 1 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
15.6 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
15.9 2 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 2 1 .0 
16.2 3 0 .000 1 .333 0 .000 2 .667 
16.5 3 2 .667 0 .000 1 .333 0 .000 
16.8 1 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
17.1 1 0 .000 0, .000 1 1.0 0 .000 
17.4 2 1 .500 0 . 000 0 .000 1 .500 
17.7 1 0 .000 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 
18.0 4 2 .500 2 .500 0 .000 0 .000 
18.3 4 0 .000 3 .750 1 .250 0 .000 
Table 8 Continued 
Adjusted Total NE NW SE SW 
Distance Calls Sector Sector Sector Sector 
# % # % # % # % 
18.6 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
18.9 3 0 .000 3 .333 3. .334 3 .333 
19.2 8 3 .375 0 .000 5 .625 0 .000 
19.5 3 0 .000 2 ..667 0 .000 1 .333 
19.8 3 2 .667 0 .,000 0 .000 1 .333 
20.1 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 1 1.0 
20.4 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
20.7 3 1 .333 1 .334 0 .000 1 .333 
21.0 0 0 .250 0 0250 0 .250 0 .250 
21.3 3 1 .333 1 .334 1 .333 0 .000 
21.6 2 0 .000 0 .000 2 1.0 0 .000 
21.9 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
22.2 3 1 .333 2 .667 0 .000 0 .000 
22.5 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
22.8 5 1 .200 3 .600 0 .000 1 .200 
23.1 0 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 
23.4 3 1 .333 2 .667 0 .000 0 .000 
23.7 0 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 
24.0 1 0 .000 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 
24.3 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
24.6 2 1 .500 0 .000 0 .000 1 .500 
24.9 2 0 .000 1 .500 0 .000 1 .500 
25.2 1 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
25.5 0 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 
25.8 2 1 .500 1 .500 0 .000 0 .000 
26.1 2 1 .500 1 .500 0 .000 0 .000 
26.4 0 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 
26.7 1 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 
27.0 2 0 .000 2 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
27.3 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
27.6 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 1 1.0 
27.9 1 0 .000. 0 .000 0 .000 1 1.0 
28.2 3 0 .000 2 .667 0 .000 1 .333 
28.5 0 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 0. .250 
28.8 3 0 .000 3 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
29.1 1 0 .000 0 .000 0 .000 1 1.0 
29.4 1 0 .000 1 1.0 0 .000 0 .000 
29.7 0 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 0 .250 
30.0 0 0 .250 0 .250 0. .250 0 .250 
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CHAPTER III 
THE COMPUTER MODELS 
Validation Model 
Figure 11 describes the flow of transactions in the validation 
model of this simulation. 
ORIGINATE blocks 200 and 201 provide an exponentially distributed 
call interarrival rate with a mean of 12 minutes. Two ORIGINATE blocks 
are used to obtain a higher degree of accuracy than is possible with 
one block using the mean value of 12. TABULATE block 202 uses the 
mnemonic IA in its X field to provide a distribution of interarrival 
times in Table 1. 
ADVANCE block 205 uses FUNCTION 2 to assign an appropriate 
percentage of calls to each of the sectors in the hospital's area of 
responsibility. These percentages are obtained from Figure 10. SAVEX 
blocks 206 through 210 uses FUNCTIONS 6 through 10 to assign to X108 
the six digit coordinates of a call in a particular sector based on the 
percentage of calls at a given distance in that sector as found in 
Table 8. 
Blocks 211 through 221 describe the method by which the 
rectangular distance between call and hospital is determined. As 
this portion of the program will be common to the following simula­
tions, it will be discussed in detail. 
Block 211 assigns to X109 the east-west distance of the call 
Figure 11. Validation Model Flow Chart. 
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Figure 11 Continued 
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from the central hospital whose coordinates are assumed to be 400400. 
X108 which contains the six digit call coordinates is divided by 1000 
resulting in the first three digits and 400 is subtracted. The 
resulting figure, which may be positive or negative, provides an 
east-west distance. Blocks 212 through 215 insure that this value 
has a positive sign. If originally negative, the value is subtracted 
from zero and the now positive figure may be found in X110. If 
originally positive, the value will be found in X109. Both SAVEX 
locations will not contain this value as one will always be reset 
to zero. 
Block 216 uses remainder division by 1000 to find the second 
three digits of the call's six digit coordinates and proceeds through 
blocks 217 through 219 to provide a positive north-south distance. At 
SAVEX block 221 the two distances are added. 
Since the coordinate system being used is for an expanded system 
the distance is divided by three in the validation program. In addition 
the third and sixth digit of a coordinate give distance to the nearest 
tenth of a mile so the value found in XL13 is the actual distance 
times ten. 
Only three blocks remain. At block 222, VARIABLE 10 assigns 
X114 a service time in minutes. This is found by dividing the distance 
in X113 by VARIABLE 14 the speed in miles per hour, and by multiplying 
by 12 to make units consistent and account for a round trip. The delay 
at the call location is obtained from. FUNCTION 15 and added, the delay 
in returning to service after returning to the hospital is obtained 
from VARIABLE 16 and added, and finally a constant value of one 
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minute for delay in leaving the hospital after a call is received is 
added. 
Block 223 then prints the total distance times ten found in 
X113, and the total service time found in X114. The program then 
terminates. 
Results of the Validation Model 
Tables 9, 10, and 11 compare the distributions found during the 
data collection with those generated in the computer simulation. The 
Kolmogorov Smirnov goodness of fit test was used to test the hypothesis 
of distribution conformity in each case. 
Service times were first tested. Maximum acceptable deviation 
at a significance level of 0.1 was found to be 
Since the maximum difference found was .140 at the interval of 41-45 
minutes, the hypothesis was not rejected. 
Similarly, distance distribution was next tested. Maximum 
acceptable deviation at a significance level of 0.5 was found to be 
Since the maximum difference found was .028 at a distance of 3.7 miles 
the hypothesis of distribution conformity was not rejected. 
Finally, the distribution of the time between calls was tested. 





Table 9. Validation of Service Times 
Sample Simulation 
>P , - , Cumulative , Cumulative Interval Number ^ Number ^ Difference Percentage Percentage 
1-5 0 .000 
6-10 3 .023 
11-15 7 .078 
16-20 18 .219 
21-25 22 .391 
26-30 14 .500 
31-35 15 .61.7 
36-40 10 .695 
41-45 ii .781 46-50 7 .836 
51-55 9 .906 
56-60 4 .938 
61-65 3 .961 
66-70 4 .992 
71-75 0 .992 
76-80 0 .992 
81-85 0 .992 
86-90 0 .992 
91-95 0 .992 
96-100 0 .992 
101-105 0 .992 
106-110 1 1.00 
1 .008 .008 
4 .039, .016 
7 .094 .018 
11 .180 .039 
16 .305 .086 
1.5 .422 .078 
1.0 .500 .117 
11 .585 .110 
_2 .641 .140 11 .727 .109 
11 .813 .093 
4 .843 .095 
7 .898 .063 
4 .930 .062 
33 .953 .039 
1 .961 .031 
0 .961 .031 






Table 10. Validation of Distance Distribution 
^ Simulation Cumulative Sample ^ - . c c Distance , _ - _. Difference Number Percentage Cumulative 
Percentage 
.1 3 .004 .000 .004 
.2 .010 .007 .003 
.3 11 .025 .019 .006 
.4 14 .043 .033 .010 
.5 9 .055 .058 .003 
.6 10 .068 .071 .003 
.7 12 .083 .089 .006 
.8 9 .095 .109 .014 
.9 14 .113 .134 .021 
1.0 18 .137 .147 .010 
1.1 14 . 155 .167 .012 
1.2 27 .190 .191 .001 
1.3 17 .212 .210 .002 
1.4 20 .238 .232 .006 
1.5 18 .261 .256 .005 
1.6 30 .300 .284 .016 
1.7 14 .319 .314 .005 
1.8 18 .342 .340 .002 
1.9 19 .367 .373 .006 
2.0 19 .391 .416 .025 
2.1 23 .421 .436 .015 
2.2 25 .454 .453 .001 
2.3 12 .469 .469 .000 
2.4 19 .694 .495 .001 
2.5 17 .516 .506 .010 
2.6 26 .550 .529 .021 
2.7 16 .571 .553 .018 
2.8 6 .579 .579 .000 
2.9 14 .597 .599 .002 
3.0 8 .607 .618 .011 
3.1 10 .620 .642 .022 
3.2 13 .637 .661 .024 
3.3 10 .650 .675 .025 
3.4 15 .668 .688 .020 
3.5 4 .675 .698 .023 
3.6 14 .693 .714 .021 
3.7 6. .701 .729 .028 
3.8 7 .710 .737 .027 
3.9 5 .717 .744 .027 
4.0 6 .724 .751 .027 
4.1 10 .737 .759 .022 
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Table 10 Continued 
Distance Simulation Cumulative Sample Difference 
Number Percentage Cumulative 
Percentage 
4.2 8 .748 .768 .020 
4.3 10 .761 .772 .011 
4.4 10 .774 .774 .000 
4.5 10 .787 .785 .002 
4.6 8 .797 .796 .001 
4.7 3 .801 .803 .002 
4.8 5 .807 .811 .004 
4.9 10 .821 .814 .007 
5.0 10 .834 .826 .008 
5.1 4 .839 .827 .012 
5.2 1 .840 .829 .011 
5.3 7 .849 .833 .016 
5.4 7 .858 .839 .019 
5.5 5 .865 .844 .021 
5.6 5 .871 .846 .025 
5.7 3 .875 .848 .027 
5.8 0 .875 .851 .024 
5.9 3 .879 .853 .026 
6.0 2 .882 .861 .021 
6.1 3 .886 .868 .018 
6.2 4 .891 .870 .021 
6.3 3 .895 .876 .019 
6.4 3 .898 .891 .007 
6.5 5 .905 .896 .009 
6.6 4 .910 .902 .008 
6.7 3 .914 .904 .010 
6.8 0 .914 .904 .009 
6.9 3 .918 .911 .007 
7.0 2 .921 .911 .010 
7.1 1 .922 .917 .005 
7.2 2 .925 .920 .005 
7.3 2 .927 .922 .005 
7.4 10 .940 .928 .012 
7.5 0 .940 .930 .010 
7.6 5 .947 .939 .008 
7.7 1 .948 .939 .009 
7.8 1 .949 .944 .005 
7.9 3 .953 .944 .009 
8.0 1 .955 .946 .009 
8.1 1 .956 .948 .008 
8.2 5 .962 .952 .010 
8 .3 4 .967 .956 .011 
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Table 10 Continued 
Distance Simulation Cumulative Sample Difference 
Number Percentage Cumulative 
Percentage 
8.4 0 .967 .957 .010 
8.5 2 .970 .957 .013 
8.6 1 .971 .961 .010 
8.7 1 .973 .965 .008 
8.8 2 .975 .965 .010 
8.9 1 .977 .967 .010 
9.0 1 .978 .970 .008 
9.1 2 .980 .972 .008 
9.2 1 .982 .974 .008 
9.3 2 .984 .976 .008 
9.4 1 .986 .982 .004 
9.5 4 .991 .982 .009 
9.6 1 .992 .987 .005 
9.7 3 .996 .989 .007 
918 0 .996 .991 .005 
9.9 1 .997 .991 .006 
10.0 2 1.00 1.00 .000 
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TABLE 11. VALIDATION OF TIME BETWEEN CALLS 
INTERVAL NUMBER 
SAMPLE CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE NUMBER 
SIMULATION CUMULATIVE PERCENTAGE DIFFERENCE 
0-4 32 .305 162 .325 .020 5-9 24 .533 104 .533 .000 10-14 15 .676 57 .647 .029 15-19 12 .791 67 .782 .009 20-24 8 .867 33 .848 .019 25-29 3 .895 27 .902 .007 30-34 5 .943 13 .928 .015 35-39 2 .962 5 .938 .024 40-44 0 .962 14 .966 .004 45-49 i—
 
.971 7 .980 .009 50-54 1 .981 77 .994 .013 55-59 0 .981 2 .998 .017 60-64 0 .981 1 1.00 .019 65-69 1 .991 - - .009 70-74 0 .991 - .009 75-79 0 .991 - - .009 80-84 0 .991 - - .009 85-89 1 1.00 - - .000 
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1.36 499 +105 = 
499 (105) = .146 
Since the maximum difference found was .029 in the 10-14 minute 
interval, the hypothesis of distribution conformity was again not 
rejected. 
a call may be received by a factor of three. It also takes into 
account the number of ambulances in the system, false calls and 
calls needing assistance but not transportation, the assumption 
that beyond 10.8 miles from the central hospital ambulance speed 
is changed, and that an ambulance will be available for further 
service from the scene of a call not actually using the ambulance 
for transportation. Figure 12 depicts the flow of transactions 
through the model for the expanded centralized system. For ease of 
illustration, only facility three is diagrammatically shown in its 
entirety. The remaining facilities run parallel to facility three 
and may be examined more closely by referring to Appendix B. 
locations 1 through 10 and 99 equal to 400400, the coordinates of 
the central hospital and hence the initial location of all ambulances 
in the system. Eleven SAVEX locations are used as the system will 
start with six ambulances and this number will be increased until 
no queue is formed during the simulation. SAVEX blocks 1 through 
10 will be used to designate the location from which an ambulance 
Expanded Centralized System 
The expanded centralized system enlarges the area from which 
The initialization portion of the program and sets SAVEX 
Figure 12. Expanded Centralized System Flow Chart 
Figure 12 Continued 
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Figure 12 Continued 
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answers a call. This location may change as the result of a false 
call or a call needing assistance but not transportation. SAVEX 
block 99 is therefore provided to return SAVEX locations 1 through 
10 to the initial coordinates when required. 
Figure 15 shows the. transactions being originated at blocks 427 
and 428 going to a common QUEUE block 444.' The selection mode at block 
444 is ALL and up to ten SEIZE blocks such as block 403 follow and 
representaambulances in the system. The SEIZE blocks are followed 
by an ASSIGN block where parameter 14 is assigned a value of from 
one to ten depending on which facility has been seized. Transactions 
are then routed to ADVANCE block 426 where FUNCTION 2 sends an 
appropriate percentage to each of five sectors. Blocks 421 through 
425 provide the coordinates of a call in each sector. 
All transactions then go to SAVEX block 11 where Xll is given 
the value found in the SAVEX location specified by parameter 14, the 
location of the ambulance when a call is received. Blocks 12 through 
18 are then used to determine the rectangular distance from ambulance 
to call, and this distance is placed in SAVEX location X14. The 
distance between the call and the hospital is similarly obtained 
using blocks 19 through 25 and this distance is placed in SAVEX 
location X17. 
SAVEX block 24 has an ALL selection mode and up to ten COMPARE 
blocks such as block three follow. These blocks determine which 
facility has been seized for proper routing of the transaction. From 
this COMPARE block transactions are tested at a following COMPARE 
block such as 146 to determine if the distance from hospital to call 
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is greater than or equal to 10.8 miles. If so, an appropriate hold 
time is obtained using VARIABLE 24 and is assigned to parameter three. 
If the distance is less than 10.8 miles the transaction will go to 
ADVANCE block 143 where an appropriate number of false calls, calls 
needing assistance but not transportation, and remaining real calls 
will be routed to ASSIGN blocks 148 through 150. Again, parameter 
three will be assigned an appropriate time by VARIABLES 21 through 
23. 
ASSIGN blocks 150 and 151 thus contain a delay for a real call. 
VARIABLES 23 and 24 will provide the time needed to go to the call 
location and from the location to the hospital, plus delays at the 
call scene and the delay getting into service. This total time 
comprises the actual service time. HOLD block 153 will hold the 
transaction the length of time specified by parameter three. ASSIGN 
block 157 then assigns parameter three a time obtained from VARIABLE 16 
which is the delay in returning to service after reaching the hospital. 
HOLD block 159 further holds the transaction this length of time. 
Since real calls terminate at the hospital SAVEX location X3 
is again given the coordinates of the central hospital in block 161, 
and block 163 releases facility three. TABULATE block 155 will provide 
a record of the actual service time for the call when no queue exists. 
Block 148 and 149 are used by transactions in which termination 
of service is not at the central hospital. After assigning parameter 
three an appropriate time the transaction is routed to block 152 where 
SAVEX location X3, the ambulance location, is given the same coordinates 
as the call. From there the transaction is held at block 156, tabulated, 
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and the facility is released at block 160. Parameter three is then 
assigned a delay by VARIABLE 25 which consists of one half the time 
needed by the ambulance to travel from the call scene back to the 
hospital. 
It will be assumed that an incoming call will be answered 
from the scene of the previous call until half the time needed to 
return to the hospital has passed. 
The transaction is next tested at COMPARE block 723. Since 
the value now found in parameter three will be used in a LOOP block 
it cannot be zero. If it is less than one, the ambulance is returned 
to the central hospital and the transaction is terminated. If parameter 
three is greater than or equal to one the transaction goes to ADVANCE 
block 733. 
It next encounters GATE block 165. If facility three is not 
in use, it enters block 165. If the facility is in use, the new call 
was answered from the scene of the original call and the original 
transaction is terminated. 
From block 165, the transaction goes to HOLD block 166. Blocks 
166, 162, 158, and 703 hold the transaction in one minute increments 
up to the limit specified by parameter three. If a new transaction 
seizes facility three during this holding time, the original trans­
action is immediately terminated. If no new transaction enters 
facility three then SAVEX location X3 is again given the coordinates 
of the central hospital and the transaction is terminated. 
Results of the Expanded Centralized System 
With seven ambulances in the system, 55 percent of the calls 
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received did not spend time in a queue. Average time in a quque for 
all entries was 19.28 minutes. Average service time was 50.11 
minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 69.39 minutes. 
Ambulance utilization was 61.82 percent. 
The number of ambulances in the system was next increased to 
eight. With eight ambulances in the system, 75 percent of the calls 
received did not spend time in a queue. Average time in a queue for 
all entries was 3.55 minutes. Average service time was 48.81 minutes. 
Average service time plus queue time was 52.36 minutes. Ambulance 
utilization was 53.11 percent. 
The number of ambulances in the system was then increased to 
nine. With nine ambulances in the system, more than 99 percent of the 
calls received did not spend time in a queue. Average time in a queue 
for all entries was 0.20 minutes. Average service time was 49.47 
minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 49.67 minutes. 
Since the difference between these last two times is less than half 
a minute, the number of ambulances in the system was not increased 
beyond nine. 
Average ambulance utilization at this point was 49.8 percent 
which compares favorably to the optimum utilization figure of 42 
percent found in the New York Study (16). 
Decentralized System with Queues in Sectors 
Six ambulances were assumed in this model. It was further 
assumed that ambulances would answer only calls received from their 
sector. This last assumption will lead to a system which is extremely 
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inefficient in terms of the number of ambulances needed if queues are 
not desirable. For example, if the first six calls received are all 
from the same satellite sector, five will be forced to wait for 
service from that sector's ambulance. At the same time, the other 
five ambulances in the system will be idle. 
Though inefficient., the model will provide a minimum service 
time for an all ground ambulance system using the decentralized system 
proposed in this thesis. Though false calls and calls needing 
assistance but not transportation were included in the simulation, 
it was assumed that the ambulance would return to its original location 
before answering another call, and would not be dispatched from the 
scene of the two types of calls just mentioned. 
The flow chart for the simulation of a decentralized ambulance 
system with queues allowed in each sector is shown in Figure 13. 
Figure 13 indicates three ORIGINATE blocks. Block 501 generates 
one transaction which sets SAVEX locations 1 through 6 to the six digit 
coordinate of each of the four satellite locations and the coordinates 
of the two ambulances which remain at the central hospital. These 
coordinates are printed by block 523 to insure they are correct and 
the transaction then terminates. 
ORIGINATE blocks 10 and 11 then begin producing transactions. 
These transactions are routed to ADVANCE block 14 where an appropriate 
percentage is assigned to each sector. 
Again, for ease of illustration, only facility three will be 
shown. From block 14, the transactions go to five QUEUE blocks. Each 
of the satellite locations has an individual queue while the two 
Figure 13. Decentralized with Queues Flow Chart 
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BLOCKS 101 THROUGH III CORRESPONDING TO BLOCKS 211 THROUGH 220 OF THE VALIDATION MODEL FOR COMPUTING THE TOTAL DISTANCE FROM CALL TO HOSPITAL WHICH IS PLACED IN SAVEX LOCATION XIO. BLOCK III HAS A BOTH SELECTION MODE. 
"J XII. VI3 
Figure 13 Continued 
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1X14 V7 
BLOCKS 201 THROUGH 211 CORRESPONDING TO BLOCKS 211 THROUGH 220 OF THE VALIDATION MODEL FOR COMPUTING DISTANCE. IN THIS CASE THE FIRST THREE AND LAST THREE DIGITS OF THE SATELLITE LOCATION ARE SUBTRACTED! FROM THE CORRESPONDING CALL DIGITS TO PROVIDE A DISTANCE FROM SATELLITE TO CALL WHICH IS PLACED IN SAVEX LOCATION XI9. 'BLOCK 211 HAS AN ALL SELECTION MODE . 
gure 13 Continued 
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Figure 13 Continued 
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ambulances remaining at the central hospital have a common queue. From 
each of the satellite queues, such as block 53, the transactions attempt 
to enter a corresponding facility, in the case shown SEIZE block 63. 
The central queue routes transactions to two SEIZE blocks with a BOTH 
selection mode. 
As with the expanded centralized system, the transaction leaving 
a SEIZE block is split as in block 34. Parameter 8 is then assigned a 
number corresponding to the facility seized. All transactions are then 
routed to SAVEX block 100 where X100 is assigned a value from a FUNCTION 
specified by parameter 8. FUNCTIONS 1 through 6 correspond to FUNCTIONS 
6 through 10 and a second FUNCTION 10 from the first two programs. X100, 
therefore, will contain a six digit call coordinate. 
The transaction then goes through blocks 101 through 111 where 
the rectangular distance from the central hospital to the call location 
is computed and placed in X10. 
Block 111 contains a BOTH selection mode and at COMPARE block 112 
the distance in X10 is tested to determine if it is less than or equal 
to 5-4 miles. If so the call will be answered by an ambulance from the 
central sector and the distance and time between satellite and central 
hospital will be zero. If greater than 5.4 miles the distance between 
satellite and call is 10.8 miles and an appropriate time is compute. 
The time for an ambulance to travel from the central hospital to the 
satellite location is therefore found in SAVEX location Xll. 
From either block 113 or 114 the transaction is directed to 
SAVEX block 115 where X12 is assigned the six digit coordinates of the 
satellite ambulance's location. Block 116 provides the first three 
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digits of this coordinate, and block 117 provides the second three 
digits. 
Blocks 201 through 211 are used to compute the rectangular 
distance between the satellite location and the call similarly to the 
method used in blocks 211 through 220 of the validation model. 
At SAVEX block 211, X19 is assigned the distance between satellite 
and call. The selection mode at block 211 is ALL, and similarly to the 
model for an expanded centralized system, six GATE blocks follow. Again 
these are used to insure that the original transaction reaches its 
appropriate ASSEMBLE block first. An ASSEMBLE block such as 330 then 
follows the GATE block. 
From the ASSEMBLE blocks to the TERMINATE block the program 
basically duplicates the portion of the expanded centralized system 
following its ASSEMBLE blocks. Appropriate parameters are assigned 
hold times based on the three distances involved, speeds, and delays. 
HOLD blocks hold a transaction the length of time specified by these 
parameters, and then facilities are released. Once again total time in 
the system, time in the queues, actual time in a facility, and time to 
return to service after the patient has been brought to the hospital 
will be tabulated. 
To account for the existence of a private ambulance service the 
QUEUE blocks are given a BOTH selection mode, ADVANCE block 99 is added, 
and a TERMINATE block follows the ADVANCE block. 
Results of the Decentralized System with Queues in Sectors 
The average service time for all calls answered was 41.00 
minutes. Only 1.28 percent of the calls received did not spend time 
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in a queue. Average time spent in the queue was 2568.0 minutes. Average 
service time plus queue time was 2609.0 minutes. Ambulance utilization 
was 100 percent. 
The model proved to be so inefficient that only 301 transactions 
were able to get through an initialized system. At that point, there 
were more than 1000 transactions remaining in the system, primarily in 
queues. As the computer can not process more than 1000 transactions in 
the system at one time, the program was automatically terminated. 
Decentralized System with Priorities and Helicopters 
The decentralized system with priorities takes into account all 
those considerations mentioned in the expanded centralized system. In 
addition, it establishes priorities by distance. If a call is received 
in a sector when that particular sector's ambulance is in use, the next 
closest ambulance to that call will provide assistance. 
Initially, nine ambulances will be simulated as this was the 
number determined to be the minimum needed to provide service in a 
centralized system without a queue. This number will be progressively 
decreased to determine if a reduction is possible in the new system. 
The simulation of helicopters will be a part of the decentralized 
system with priorities. By initially setting VARIABLE 12 to 15, the 
simulation will be first run without helicopters. VARIABLE 15 provides 
the status of those facilities representing helicopters and is defined 
as 
K8 * F14 + K4 * F42 + K2 * F43 + F44 
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Helicopter ambulances will be used in answering calls at a 
distance of 10.8 miles and further from the central hospital. Two-step 
evacuation using the satellite helipads given in Figure 10 will be 
simulated. Initially, one helicopter ambulance will be added to the 
system and this number will be increased to a maximum of four. 
Basically, the program is very similar to those already discussed. 
Call generation, distance calculations, and ambulance delays (including 
helicopter ambulances) are handled in much the same way as may be found 
in the flow chart for the expanded centralized system. 
The major difference found in the model for a decentralized 
system with priorities and helicopters is the method by which the 
closest ambulance is found if the primary sector ambulance is in use. 
The complexity and length of the model dictates that a block diagram 
rather than a flow chart for the entire model be provided. The block 
diagram is shown in Figure 14. 
To assist in understanding the model for a decentralized system 
with priorities and helicopters, the following SAVEX locations, 
VARIABLES, and FUNCTIONS are further explained. All distances defined 
are times ten because of the integer limitations of GPSS. 
X100 contains the six digit call coordinates. 
X41 through X44 contain the total time flown by the helicopter 
for maintenance purposes. 
X62 contains the shortest distance to a helipad from a call 
received at a distance of 10.8 miles or more from the central hospital. 
X64 contains the distance from the call to the central hospital. 
X65 contains the distance from the call to the ambulance answering 
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Initialization of System. 
Ambulance and Helipad Locations. 
Helicopter Flight Time Equals Zero. 
Blocks 501 through 566. 
F 
Call Generation 
Blocks 1 and 2. 
i Queue 
Block 3 
Sector Assigned and Coordinates 
of Call in that Sector Determined 
Blocks 6-12. Six Digit Call 
Coordinates Placed in X100. 
SAVEX Cells 31-39 Set For 
Determination of Closest 
Helipad. Blocks 13-21. 
FIGURE 14. BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR DECENTRALIZED SYSTEM WITH PRIORITIES AND HELICOPTERS 
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Determination of Closest Helipad 
Blocks 2.1-71. X62 Contains the 
Shortest Distance., X66 Contains 
The Coordinates of Closest Helipad. 
Determination of Distance Prom 
Call to Hospital., Blocks 72-78 
X64 Contains Distance 
Find Available Ambulance 
Blocks 79-116 
1 
Set Appropriate Parameters for 
Proper Routing of Transaction 
Blocks 117-134 and 1̂3-151 
Find Distance From Ambulance 
Answering to the Call Location 
Blocks 135-141. X65 Contains 
Distance 
Figure 14 Continued 
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NO 
I _ _ 
Find Distances from All Other 
Available Ambulances to the 
Current Call. Place Distances 
In X31 through 39. Blocks 152 
and 153 and 172 through 212 
and 79 through 116 as appropriate. 
Find Closest Ambulance and Sei^e 
Place Distance in X65. Blocks 260-299 and 213-240 
Seize Facility 
1 
Route Transaction to Proper 
Blocks to Determine Service 
Times. Blocks 154-l?l 
• 
Figure 14 Continued 
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Determine If Call Real, False 
or Assistance Only. Blocks 322, 324, 326, 328, 330 
332. 334. 336. 338 
Find Service Time for Call. Find Delays 
in Returning to Service and Location 
From Which Service is Resumed. Release 
Facility. Blocks 379-499 and 600-669 
Terminate 




Determine Time for 
Helicopter and Ambulance 




Release Ambulance at 
Satellite Helipad 
Blocks 731-738 
Determine Time of Helicopter 
To Hospital Plus Return to 



















Figure 14 Continued 
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X66 contains the coordinates of the nearest helipad to a 
call. 
X67 contains the distance from the nearest helipad to a 
call to the original satellite location of the ambulance answering. 
X69 contains the distance from a false call or call not needing 
transportation to the original satellite location of the ambulance 
answering. 
X70 contains the time needed for a helicopter to take off, fly 
to a helipad, plus transfer delay at that helipad. 
X71 contains the time needed for an ambulance to go to a call, 
pick up the patient, proceed to the nearest helipad, plus transfer 
delay at the helipad. 
X21 contains the original coordinates of ambulances located in 
the central sector. 
X24 contains the original coordinates of the ambulance located 
in the northeast sector. 
X25 contains the original coordinates of ambulances located in 
the southeast sector. 
X27 contains the original coordinates of the ambulance located 
in the southwest sector. 
X28 contains the original coordinates of ambulances located in 
the northwest sector. 
VI = K16 * F5 + K8 * F4 + K4 * F3 + K2 * F2 + Fl 
This provides the status of facilities six through nine which also 
represent ambulances. 
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V12 = K8 * F41 + K4 * F42 + K2 * F43 + F44 
This provides the status of facilities 41 through 44 which represent 
helicopters. 
V14 = the ambulance speed in miles per hour atodistances within 
10.8 miles of the central hospital. 
V16 = the ambulance delay in minutes after reaching the hospital 
with a patient and before returning to service. 
FN17 = the delay at the scene of a call needing assistance but 
not transportation. 
FN15 = the delay at the scene of a real call. 
V17 = X65 * K6/V14 + K5 
This provides the time in minutes to the scene of a false call plus a 
five minute delay. 
V18 = X65 * K6/V14 + FN17 + Kl 
This provides the time in minutes to the scene of a call needing 
assistance but not transportation, plus the delay at the call location, 
plus a one minute delay. 
V19 = X65 * K6/V14 + FN15 + X64 * K6/V14 +-Kl 
Thispprovides the time in minutes to a real call located less than 10.8 
miles from the hospital, plus the delay at the call location, plus the 
time returning to the hospital, plus a one minute delay. 
V21 = X64 * K3/V14 
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This provides one half of the time to return to the hospital from the 
scene of a false or assistance only call. 
V22 = X64 - K108 
This provides that distance from the hospital to call greater than 
10.8 miles for calls at a distance greater than or equal to 10.8 miles 
from the central hospital. 
V23 = X65 - V22 
This provides that part of the distance from the ambulance to a call 
less than 10.8 miles for a call received from a distance greater than 
or equal to 10.8 miles from the central hospital. 
V20 = V22 * K6/K25 + K648/V14 + V23 * K6/V14 + FN15 + Kl 
This provides the time in minutes to a real call at a distance greater 
than or equal to 10.8 miles from the central hospital, plus delays, 
plus the time back to the hospital. It accounts for the two different 
ambulance speeds assumed for distances less than or greater than 10.8 
miles. 
V24 = X62 * K/3K25 + X65 * K3/K25 + FN15 + K6 
Thispprovides the time to a call plus delay at the call scene, plus 
time to the nearest helipad, plus transfer delay at the helipad, plus 
a one minute delay. 
V25 = X67 - K108 
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This provides that part of the distance from a helipad to the central 
hospital greater than 10.8 miles. 
V26 = X67 * K3/K50 
This provides one half the time from a helipad to a satellite location. 
V27 = V25 * K3/K50 + K324/V14 
This provides one half the time from a helipad to the central hospital. 
V29 = X69 * K3/V14 
This provides one half the time to return to a satellite location from 
the scene of a false or assistance only call. 
When helicopters are added to the model, it is possible that an 
ambulance may answer a call from a helipad. Since either the sector's 
ambulance or the closest ambulance will answer a call, it may be assumed 
that the majority of the calls answered from satellite locations will be 
at distances greater than or equal to 10.8 miles from the central 
hospital. Therefore, certain changes are needed in those VARIABLES 
used to obtain service times for calls received from these distances. 
These changes are explained below. 
V20 = K648/V14 + V22 * K3/K25 + X65 *K3/K25 + FN15 + Kl 
This provides the time in minutes to a real call at a distance greater 
than or equal to 10.8 miles plus the time at the scene, plus the return 
time to the hospital. It is used to compute times needed by satellite 
ambulances when helicopters are introduced into the system and assumes 
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that the ambulance will travel at a constant speed of 50 miles per 
hour to the scene of a call from its answering location. 
V30 = K648/V14 + V22 * K3/K25 + X65 * K3/K19 + FN15 + Kl 
This provides the time in minutes to a real call at a distance greater 
than or equal to 10.8 miles from the central hospital, plus the delay 
at the scene, plus the return time to the hospital, plus a one minute 
delay. It is used to compute the time needed by a centrally located 
ambulance when helicopters are added to the system and assumes that the 
ambulance travels at a constant speed of 38 miles per hour to the 
scene of the call. The assumed speed is the average of the 50 miles 
per hour assumed beyond 10.8 miles and the mean speed found inside 
10.8 miles. 
As a final assistance in understanding this model, an example of 
that part of a three ambulance system which finds the closest ambulance 
if necessary is provided in Figure 15. 
Figure 15 shows transactions entering after the call coordinates 
and sector have been determined. ASSIGN blocks 1 through 3 assign 
parameter 10 a value of either one, two, or three corresponding to 
sectors one through three. The transaction then goes through SAVEX 
blocks 4, 5, and 6 where X31 through X33 are each set to 5000. Later 
in the program X31 through X33 will contain the distance from an 
ambulance to a call. In the event that an ambulance is not available 
to answer this call, the value 5000 will insure that it does not meet 
the requirement of being the closest to the call location. 
Transactions then go to either COMPARE block 7, 8, or 9 where 
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V A R I A B L E S T A T E M E N T H O L D S T R A N S A C T I O N IN Q U E U E 
U N T I L A T L E A S T O N E F A C I L I T Y IS O P E N 
C A L L F R O M S E C T O R O N E C A L L F R O M S E C T O R T W O C A L L F R O M S E C T O R T H R E E 
P R I M A R Y A M B U L A N C E P R I M A R Y A M B U L A N C E P R I M A R Y A M B U L A N C E 
R E P R E S E N T E D B Y R E P R E S E N T E D BY R E P R E S E N T E D B Y 
FACILITY O N E FACILITY T W O FACILITY T H R E E 
Figure 15. Sample Flow Chart for Priority System. 
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DISTANCE COMPUTATION TO FIND DISTANCE FROM AMBULANCE TO CALL. PLACE DISTANCE IN X65. BOTH SELECTION MODE. 
Figure 15 Continued 
Figure 15 Continued 
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they are directed first to the facility representing the primary ambulance 
for the sector from which the call was received. SEIZE blocks 11, 15, 
and 19 represent the ambulances. 
If the primary ambulance is not available, the transaction will 
attempt to enter the next available facility. Earlier in the program, 
a VARIABLE statement has insured that at least one facility is open. 
COMPARE blocks 13, 17, and 21 serve to prevent the transaction 
from attempting to enter the same facility twice. 
After leaving a SEIZE block the transaction will enter one of the 
series of three ASSIGN blocks shown in Figure 30. Parameter 12 corresponds 
to the sector, parameter 13 to the facility, and parameter 14 to the 
SAVEX location containing the distance from the call to the ambulance. 
Both parameters 12 and 13 are needed if more than one ambulance is 
assigned to a sector as will be found in the model for the entire 
decentralized system with priorities. 
After setting parameters 12 through 14, the transaction enters 
a sequence to compute the distance from the ambulance totthe call. This 
distance is placed in X65. 
The transaction then attempts to enter COMPARE block 31. If 
parameter 10 equals parameter 12 the transaction enters and this means 
that the ambulance answering the call was the primary ambulance for 
the sector from which the call was received. Appropriate delays are 
then found, the service time is computed, and finally the transaction 
is terminated. 
If the transaction can not enter block 31, it indicates that 
the primary ambulance has not answered the call and therefore the 
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distances between the call and all other available ambulances must be 
found and that ambulance which is the closest to the call will answer. 
To accomplish this, the transaction is routed to SAVEX block 32 
where the SAVEX location specified by parameter 14 (X31 - X33) is assigned 
the distance to the call found in X65. From there the transaction is 
sent to RELEASE block 33 where the ambulance just tested is released. 
From the RELEASE block, the transaction will enter the sequence 
of COMPARE blocks 34 through 42 where it will either again be routed 
through the SEIZE blocks until all have been tested, or after all are 
tested it will go to ADVANCE block 43. 
Before entering block 43, therefore, all ambulances have been 
tested, and if the primary ambulance was not available all other 
ambulances that were available will have the distance from them to 
the call placed in either X31, X32, or X33. Again, X31 through X33 
correspond to facilities one through three. 
Blocks 43 through 47 compare the three distances, and the 
transaction will then go to either block 48, 49, or 50 depending on which 
distance is the shortest. This smallest distance is then placed in X65, 
and the facility corresponding to the closest ambulance is seized. 
Appropriate delays are then found, the service time is computed, and 
finally the transaction is terminated. 
Though the sample flow chart is for only three ambulances, it 
illustrates how an expanded system could be used for the nine ambulances 
simulated in the decentralized system with priorities and helicopters. 
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Results of the Decentralized System with Priorities and Helicopters 
As has been stated, the first model simulated assumed nine 
ambulances in the system. With nine ambulances, 89.35 percent of the 
calls received did not spend time in a queue. Average time in a 
queue for all entries was 1.63 minutes. Average service time was 
45.27 minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 46.85 
minutes. Ambulance utilization was 43.25 percent. 
With eight ambulances in the system, 80.81 percent of the 
calls received did not spend time in a queue. Average timeiin a 
queue for all entries was 3.56 minutes. Average service time was 
46.08 minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 49.64 
minutes. Ambulance utilization was 47.78 percent. 
It can be seen that a small increase in service time occurred 
when one ambulance was removed from the system. In fact the first 
replication of the simulation resulted in assmaller service time for 
the eight ambulance system. This requires an explanation. 
As ambulances are removed from the system, the closest ambulance 
to a call is more often required to answer this call. As an example 
that ambulance having primary responsibility for a satellite sector may 
have just returned to service at the scene of the central hospital when 
a second call is received in its sector. At the same time, an ambulance 
from the central sector may have just been released at the scene of a 
false call and may be closer to the new call than is the primary 
ambulance. Nevertheless, the primary ambulance would answer the 
call. As the number of ambulances assigned primary responsibility 
is increased, this example will occur more frequently. 
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With seven ambulances in the system, 58.71 percent of the calls 
received did not spend time in a queue. Average time spent in the 
queue for all entries was 10.07 minutes. Average service time was 
48.21 minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 58.28 
minutes. Ambulance utilization was 58.81 percent. As a result of 
the time spent in a queue, it was determined that eight ambulances 
was the minimum number needed in the system to provide acceptable 
service, and a decrease beyond seven ambulances was not simulated. 
Helicopter ambulances were next added to the model. With nine 
ambulances and four helicopters in the system, 98.05 percent of the 
calls received did not spend any time in a queue. Average time in 
the queue for all entries was 0.13 minutes. Average service time was 
39.98 minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 40.01 minutes. 
Ambulance utilization was 24.39 percent. Helicopter utilization was 
25.38 percent and 29.52 percent of the calls received used helicopter 
evacuation. 
The cost of the helicopter ambulance dictates that a high 
utilization figure be obtained for this vehicle. Since four helicop­
ters in the system resulted in a utilization figure of only 17.02 and 
8.98 percent for helicopters three and four, the number of helicopters 
in the system was immediately reduced to two. 
With two helicopters arid nine ambulances in the system, 97.59 
percent of the calls received did not spend any time in a queue. Average 
time in the queue for all entries was 0.14 minutes. Average service 
time was 39.93 minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 
40.07 minutes. Ambulance utilization was 28.96 percent. Helicopter 
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utilization was 32.72 percent and 21.43 percent of the calls 
received used helicopter evacuation. 
Since helicopter utilization remained low in a two helicopter 
system, a system with nine ambulances and one helicopter was next 
simulated. In this system, 95.86 percent of the calls received did 
not spend time in a queue. Average time in the queue for all 
entries was 0.44 minutes. Average service time was 40.27 minutes. 
Average service time plus queue time was 40.71 minutes. Ambulance 
utilization was 34.05 percent. Helicopter utilization was 36.38 
percent and 11.55 percent of the calls received used helicopter 
evacuation. 
To see what effect a helicopter would have on ground ambulances 
in the system, the next model simulated contained eight ambulances and 
one helicopter. In this system 88.91 percent of the calls received 
did not spend time in a queue. Average time in the queue for all 
entries was 1.35 minutes. Average service time was 42.39 minutes. 
Average service time plus queue time was 43.74 minutes. Ambulance 
utilization was 35.94 percent. Helicopter utilization was 35.94 
percent and 11.55 percent of the calls received used helicopter 
evacuation. 
With seven ambulances and one helicopter in the system, 71.00 
percent of the calls received did not spend time in a queue. Average 
time in the queue for all entries was 10.67rminutes. Average service 
time was 43.88 minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 
54.55 minutes. Ambulance utilization was 44.29 percent. Helicopter 
utilization was 35.58 percent and 11.43 percent of the calls received 
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used helicopter evacuation. 
As a result of the time spent in a queue, it was determined 
that eight ambulances was the minimum, number needed in a system with 
one helicopter to provide acceptable service. A further decrease in 
the number of ambulances was not simulated, but a second helicopter 
was added. 
With seven ambulances and two helicopters in the system, 81.12 
percent of the calls received did not spend time in a queue. Average 
time in the queue for all entries was 3.72 minutes. Average service 
time was 43.92 minutes. Average service time plus queue time was 
47.64 minutes. Ambulance utilization was 38.94 percent. Helicopter 
utilization was 31.24 percent and 21.43 percent of the calls received 
used helicopter evacuation. 
Other Comments on the Simulations 
Table 12 summarizes the results of all the simulations performed. 
The program portions of the computer output for each of the models 
discussed in this chapter may be found in Appendices A through D. 
Table 12. Summary of the Simulation Results 
VEHICLES IN THE SYSTEM 
EXPANDED CENTRALIZED 
OECEN. W/QUE. IN SECTOR DECENTRALIZED WITH PRIORITIES AND HELICOPTERS I 
AMBULANCES 7 8 9 6 7 8 9 9 9 9 8 7 7 
HELICOPTERS 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 2 1 1 1 2 % OF CALLS USING HELICOPTER — — — — — — — 29.52 21.43 11.55 11.55 11.43 21.43 
HELICOPTER UTILIZATION — — — — — — — 25.38 32.72 36.38 35.94 35.58 31.24 
PERCENT ZERO QUEUE 45 75 99 1.28 58.71 80.81 89.35 98.04 97.59 95.86 88.91 71,00 81.12 
AMBULANCE UTILIZATION 61.82 53.11 49.80 100.0 58.81 47.78 43.25 24.39 28. 96 34.05 39.21 44.29 38.94 
AVERAGE SERVICE TIME 50. II 48.81 49.47 41.00 48.21 46.08 45.27 39.98 39.93 40.27 42.39 43.88 43.92 
AVERAGE SERVICE PLUS QUEUE TIME 69.39 52.36 49.67 2609 58.28 49.64 46.85 40.01 40.07 40.71 43.74 54.55 47.64 
ALL ENTRY QUEUE TIME 19.28 3.55 0.20 2568 10.07 3.56 1.63 0.13 0.14 0.44 1.35 10.67 3. 72 
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CHAPTER IV 
LIMITATIONS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Limitations 
The models used in this thesis are limited by the following 
assumptions made during their development. It was first assumed 
that traffic density remained constant throughout the length of the 
simulations. Rush hours and their associated delays in ground 
vehicle movement due to congestion were not included in the systems 
discussed. The relationship between the ambulance call rate and 
a particular hour or day was also assumed to be insignificant. 
Only the call distribution obtained from Grady Memorial 
Hospital was used. In addition, the helicopter models answered only 
those calls received from beyond a fixed distance from the hospital. 
The positioning of ground ambulances in these models was such that 
only those calls in which the satellite ambulance moved away from the 
hospital used helicopter evacuation. Those calls received from loca­
tions between the satellite ambulances and the hospital were taken 
directly to the hospital. 
Conclusions 
Grady Memorial Hospital 
Two specific conclusions are immediately apparent. Although 
Grady Memorial Hospital ambulances may be called from anywhere in 
Fulton or DeKalb counties, very few, less than one percent, of calls 
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can be expected from a distance of greater than ten miles from the 
hospital. Private ambulances will answer most calls at a greater distance 
and because of this, a helicopter ambulance actually operating from 
Grady would probably contribute very little to the present system. 
The system of decentralization proposed by Grady, that is 
stationing one ambulance at South Fulton Hospital with a responsibility 
for South Fulton County is likewise quickly seen to be impractical. 
South Fulton Hospital is nearly eight miles from Grady if rectangular 
measurement is used, and the sample of calls used found less than 0.5 
percent of calls coming from the area of responsibility given the 
ambulance stationed at South Fulton Hospital. 
The Computer Simulations 
The results of the validation model for Grady Memorial Hospital 
satisfied the requirements of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for the 
distributions of time between calls, service time, and distance 
distribution. The behavior of the simulation model produced no sig­
nificant reason for rejection of the model as an acceptable representa-
t ion of an ambulance system. 
The model for a decentralized system with queues in sectors 
demonstrated that the decentralized stationing of ambulances can reduce 
the service time. Though the model was inefficient in terms of the 
number of ambulances needed to avoid queuing in the system, it did show 
that the ambulance stationing and sector assignments being used would 
provide a workable model. 
The simulations of a decentralized system with priorities 
indicates that a system in which the closest ambulance to a call 
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always answers may be more efficient than the system that was 
simulated. Decentralized positioning of the ambulances will, however, 
remain necessary to allow this new system to work. 
The small increase in service time found as helicopters are 
decreased from four to one in the decentralized system with priori­
ties indicates that one helicopter would provide the most cost 
effective addition to the system simulated. The decrease in the 
number of calls using the helicopter for evacuation when only one 
helicopter is 'available, coupled with the small increase in service 
time would indicate that a larger area of responsibility would provide 
for more effective use of the helicopter ambulance. This conclusion 
is further supported by the low helicopter utilization figure obtained 
when only one helicopter is used. 
A comparison of the service plus queue times obtained in the 
simulations of a nine ambulance decentralized system with priorities, 
and the system with two helicopters and seven ambulances, indicates 
that the addition of ground ambulances to a system may provide a 
reduction in time equal to that achieved by the addition of helicopters, 
and at much less cost. 
Finally, it can be concluded that when estimating the cost of 
adding helicopters to a system, more consideration must be given to 
the effect the helicopter will have on the ground ambulances in that 
system. 
Recommendations for Future Research 
The following recommendations are offered for future research. 
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1. In addition to the simulations completed in this thesis, 
several other variations are possible using the model proposed and 
should be investigated. These include: 
a. Varying the multiplication factor of three used in 
the simulation, thus increasing or decreasing area coverage. 
b. Addition of one or more additional hospitals in the 
area being studied. 
c. Vary sector assignments or boundaries and the number 
of sectors. 
d. Provide additional ambulances equal in cost to the 
cost of a helicopter to determine if this system would be 
advantageous. 
e. Simulate satellite helicopters. 
f. Vary satellite ambulance and helipad locations. 
2. The possibility of some systematic method of determining 
the optimal location of sector boundaries warrants further examination. 
In addition to the number of calls in a sector, the size of that 
sector and distance distribution within the sector must be considered. 
The determination of the optimal locations for satellite ambulances 
and helipads will necessarily be included in a more detailed examination 
of sector boundaries. 
3. A two-step-method of helicopter evacuation has been simulated. 
A comparison with a direct helicopter evacuation system could provide a 
measure of the time available at an actual call scene for selection of 
a landing site and transportation of the patient directly to the 
helicopter. Further investigation in this area is recommended. 
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Other Recommendations 
The delay in returning an ambulance to service after reaching 
Grady Memorial Hospital is excessive when a deceased person is 
involved. Currently, the ambulance and attendant involved may be 
required to proceed to the Fulton County Morgue and remain there 
while administrative details such as the inventory of personal items 
are accomplished. It is recommended that once a patient has been 
pronounced dead, the body be transferred to the morgue by means less 
critical than an ambulance. 
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APPENDIX A 
THE VALIDATION MODEL 
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APPENDIX B 
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APPENDIX C 
THE DECENTRALIZED MODEL WITH QUEUES IN SECTORS 
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APPENDIX D 
THE DECENTRALIZED MODEL WITH AMBULANCE PRIORITIES AND HELICOPTERS 
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130 
fti> FUNCTION FM 03 .03 374 _ .3 2 _ 275_  1 376 ft9 FUNCTIOr. f-M U3~ .03 379 .1? 380 1 3 PI 1 VARIABLE K16*F5+Kr *Fft+Kft*F3+'<2*F2+Fl FAC IL̂TY 1 T|-tPU 5 STATUS 2 _ VARIABLE _ h 6*r 6+K~7+K?*Fn+F9 FACTLTY 6 TĤU 9 STATUS 3 VARIABLE > lOJ/KljlO—X*11/KJ 0i">0 Ev DI'<=T CAL TO HELIPAD _ft VARIABLE KO-̂60 MVE PcS ST̂N TO V60 TF f-'FPATTVE 5 VARIABLE > 1 0 ) (Klu' 0—X* 11 (r' J 0o MS DT̂T CAL TO HFLIPAO 6 VARIABLE K.0-461 ( IVE POS ST̂N TO Xfl TF ' FPATIVE 7 VARIABLE >.O0 + X61 TOTAL nfSTANCE 8 _VaR1ABL_ X10 VKl;jf 0-KftOQ EW r.T.cT CAL TO HOSPITAL_ 9 VARIABLE XlO. (Kl.Jin-KftnO NS DT̂T CAL to HOSPITAL 
10 VARIABLE >.10 J/KluT 0-X*l 3/KinO0 EVi PT̂T CAL TO A*PULArCE 
11 VARIABLE " >.100(Klo( 0-X*13(K10-0 " NS OTST CAL TO A-PULAfCE 
VARIBLE' K15 REi OVES AL  HELICOPTrRS FFr-f HE SYSTEM '~ 3 _VAR1  .66/KlUijf.-X*15VK1<">C EW PTc:T hELIPAD TO SATFLLITE_ 14 VARIABLE R.1-./K10 SPED If. ' ILES PF" M0"̂  LTCC, T"AN 1P.« KILFS _1J2 VARIABLE > 66(KlUjr-y«i5(Kir'on rjS OT-x_mEL.IPAD TO SATFLITE 16 Ki/LI. Fi-.16/Klu DELAY AT »>0SPITAL A'Tr- D—TURN "F̂CPE PELEASE 7 VARlABLr _>-.fc5*K6/v:ft+K5_ _ SF̂VTCE fI"E "ALF CAL 'lb VARIABLE > 65*K6/yi4+FNl7+Kj SF.~VTT jJ'E ASISTANCE ONLY CAf_ " 19 VARIABLE x.65*K6/v:u+Fi:5+i-.l+*««'-*Kf>/Vlu PE'L CAL -nTST I.Ê  TMAN in.ft 20 VARIABLE '". 22*K6/K:.5+Kfcue/V1'.*»'3*K6/Vl ft+F' '1 *+K I P~AI -GPEATFR THA»«108 21 VARIABLE >fcft*K3/y:ft U*LF TI' E RETUr\' TO PO'-'TTaL FR-,v OTMER CAL • .22 VARIABLE >.64-K10o OIST HOCP T0 CAL ̂-"ATFP Tiam 10.P t'lLFS 23 VARIABLE >65-V2  : 1ST AMB.LA' CP To CAL LFSS tm*N 10.p MILES _  24 VARIABLE Xc,2*K3/Kr5+X65*K.VK254FNl5+K6 TI' E tJELlP/,D TO CAL LCN 25 _ VARiABL  _ /67-KlUd PJST CREATEr TH\f| 10.fl HTLTPAQ TO CEf "TP AL. 2c VAPIABLE X67*K3/K'0 HftLF TI- E HFLIPAO TO SATELITE 
27 VARIABLE v25»K3/r;', Q + K32ft/Vlf» H*LF TI"E HELT~'P TO CFT'~AL ; . 
2H VARIABLE K32-/V14 HALF Ti'F ''OSPITAL TO ŜTFLLITE 
29 VARIABLE X69.K3/.ft HALF TI'E RETURN .TO S' TrLLlTr FPC" OTHEH CAL 3u VARIABLE /10 VK1 jI0-X* 15/K. 1 00 EW PTr  CAL TO S'TELLTTE .31 VARIABLE >,10 -1 KldC 0-X* 15 UlOOO f JS PT̂t CAL TO SATELITE __ _ 501 ORIGINATE 1 1 502 1 __2 ASSILN ? K4 . 503 5u3 SaV-X 21 K3C 0B0 5nU 504 SAVtX 21+ K.080 505 . 5jb LOP 2 50t 506 . 506 SAVtX 1 X21 : 507 5u7 SAVcX 2 X21 50P _5 L>« SA ViLfc 3 X21 5H2I , 509 ASSIGN 2 K4 510 510 SAVuX.___24 _.Kd3698 511 . 511 SAVEX 24+ Kd2698 512 .512 LOOP. Z 511 51?. 513 SAVtX 4 X2̂ 51U _5J.ft ÂSli-N ? K4 5JL5 515 SAVLX 25 K93274 516 516 SAVcX 25* K93271 5l7.„_ ; 517 LOP 2 516 51P 516 SAVtX 5 X25 519 519 SAVLX b X2L 5?0 _5iU _ ASSliiN 2 K.4 521 521 SAVLX 27 K6c-270 52  52  SAVu> 27_+ KoS-269 523. '• . : : 523 LOP 2 52  52«* 5i.4 SAVtX 7 _..X27 . 525 : : : 52b ASSIGN 2 K4 526 _J5Zo SA.VJLX cd Kg:0P9 5?7 '. 527 SAVLx 26+ Ko_0P6 5?p. 5_6 . LOP 2 : __: 527. 52? . 529 SAVtX 0 X2fc 530 530 SAVEX 9 X_  5?1 : 531 ASSIGN 2 K4 532 _53 ii S AY U_ 11 KS'917 5̂3 ; 53  SAV_X 1+ K_f:9l3 53ft 
5_4 LOOP- 2 53_-.  .53fL . . 53b ASSK-N 2 K5 536 . 536 . SAVt_ 1 i. K 6C. ft 13_  537 -537 SAVtX 12+ Ktf̂ftl 538 536 LOP 2 537 539 _539_ASSI&U 2_ K 5 _5ft 0 5ft0 SAVdX 13 K8721 5ftl 541 <;AV£y 13+ K67P0 5jft_> ; 542 LOH 2 541 5ft7 3 ASSIGN  K4  
1311! 
5 4 4 ' S A V t X 14 K d C O U O 5 U 5 
S A V E X 14 - f K d C 0 3 9 5 « * 6 
5 4 6 L O O P 2 5 U 5 
547 5 u 7 a < ; s i < , n ? K 4 54R 5 4 6 S A V E X lb K b V 6 6 3 5 4 9 S A V E X 15+ K 5 9 6 5 9 
-550. 5 5 0 L u O P 2 5 4 9 551 _551.„ 
.ASSIGN 2 K 4 5 5 2 
5 5 2 S A V E x 16 
K3<:281 53 5 5 3 S A V E X 1 6 * K 3 c ? 7 9 5 S 4 5 5 4 L O O P 2 5 5 3 5 5 5 . 5 5 5 A S S I G N -
2 
K 4 .556 
5 5 6 S A V E X 17 K 6 L 2 9 0 5 5 7 
.557 S A V L X _ - . 1 7 _ t _ K D L 2 3 6 5 5 B 
5 5 6 L O O P 2 5 5 7 
59 5 5 9 A S S I G N ? K 4 SfiP 5 6 0 S A V t X 1 6 K 6 1 1 D 2 561 .561. SAVcX. 1 8 + K 6 U 0 2 5 6 ? 5 6 2 L O O P 1 561 563 .563 S A V c X . 41 KO 56b . 5 6 4 S A V t X 42 KO 5 6 5 5 6 5 S A V £ X 4 3 KO 56f. 
5 6 6 SAVtX 44 KO 
50  JL _ O R I G I N A T E 2 3 ?4 - F*'3n 2 O R I G I N A T E 2 3 
25 F H 3 0 
3 
QUEJf. 1 4 5 
i 
Q T A d L E 1 
0 30 
5 0 
4 C O ^ P ' R E vl L K 3 1 6 
5 C O * P / R E V2 L K 1 5 6 
6 
A D V A N C E Ff-
10 7 A S S I G N 10 K l 12 a 
A S S I G N 10 K 2 1 2 
9 A S S I G N 10 K 3 
12 1 0 A S S I G N 1 0 K 4 1* 1 1 A S S I G N 10 K 5 12 JL2 SAVtX 100 F1-4* 10 13 13 SAVEX 31 K 5 C 0 0 14 _14 SAVEX • 32 K 5 C 0 O 15 15 SAVdX 33 K5f CIO 16 1 6 s a v e x 34 K 5 ' K I 0 17 1 7 SAVEX 25 K 5 0 0 O 18 1 6 SAVEX 36 K 5 C 0 O 19 19 S A V E X 37 K5f 00 
20 _2Q SAVEX 3 e K 5 0 0 0 _ ? 1 2 1 SAVEX 39 K 5 0 0 0 A L L 2 2 26 2 2 C O M P A R E P10 E Kl ?7 2 3 C O M P A R E P 1 0 E K 2 2 8 _24. C O M P A R E P 1 0 E K ? 29 2 5 C O M P A R E P 1 0 E K 4 30 _26 C O M P A R E P 1 0 E K 5 7 2 2 7 A S S I G N 11 K l l 31 2 0 A S S I G N 11 K 1 7 ^1 2 9 A S S I G N 11 K 1 5 3  
3 U A S S I G N 11 K 1 3 31 
31 S A V E X s U V 3 •V 34 
3 2 C O M P m R E X 6 0 L KO 3? 
- 33... S A V t X 60 V 4 34 
3 4 S A V E x 61 V 5 'JC'TH 3 5 37 3 5 C O ^ P - R E *61 L_ _ KJ»,_ ..26 _ -2 6 S A V E X bl V o 3 7 3 7 S A V E x 62 V 7 • 3P 
36 S A V t X h f c X * 3 1 A L L 3P 42 _ . 3 9 . . . . _ C O - P ' R E r-lQ E K l >*2 4 0 COVP-^RE P 1 0 E K 2 4 3 .41 _ CQ'-'P-RE ' - 1 0 . _E K 3 .. . « * « » . _ . 
4 2 CON " P-RE . " 1 0 E K 4 4u 
4 3 A S S l - ' N 1 1 ' * S 
4 4 A S S I G N 1 1 K i u 4 5 
4 5 S A V E X 60 V 3 ?CTH 4 6 
48 
... . 
4 6 C O M P A R E X60 L Kf) 4 7 
.47 S A V E x . — - 6 0 . . . . _..V4 4 8 
4 6 S A V c X 61 V 5 pO~TH 4 9 51 
UQ C O M P A R E /bl L Kn S O 
50 S A V E X 61 Vu S l 
51 S A V E x . _. .63 V 7 ... 2 ? T H 5 2 . 5 5 . . . _ _ 
5 2 COVr»ARE V 6 3 L X 6 2 5 3 
5 3 S A V E X _ . X a 2 - . . . . - 54 .. _. ._. ... 
5« S a V c X r.b X » l l 5 5 
132 
" 56 ADVAl fF AL  SQ 56 CO'VARE =10 E K2 6P 57 COMPARE .. Pl .... E ..  K3 ... . 60. . _J 56 C0*P-RE no e ki 61 59 compare. P10 EL.K4 . 61 60 ASSIGN 11 Klf 6? 61 AS  ifN 11 K } ' 6? 62 SAVtX 60 V3 R"TH 63 65 62 COMPARE >60. . L _KC _ 6<T .. .. •_ . . 61 SAVtX eo V4 65 - 65 SAVtX 61 j B-TH .6  . 68 6  COMPARE >61 L KO 67 . 67 SAV=> t 1 64 SAVtX £3 V7 POTH 69 72 69. COMPARE- '63 L X£2. , 70 70 SAVtX r.2 X62 71 .71 SAVtX 6  X«l 72 72 SAVtX eo va pcth 73 72 rnr/>/.RE X60 L KP 7u 74 SAVtX 60 V4 7s 75 -SAVtX f>l V9 _76 . 78 76 COMPARE /61 L KO 7  7  SAVEX Ll Va -78 . 76 SAVtX c4 V7 """al"" 79 82 79 C.O'-'^t RF Pli E Kl PS 60 MPAE r-10 E ? pOTH 90 95 61 CO:,.K/-.RE PIG E . '.. K,2 .. 97 82 COMPARE f-10 E K4 t '-TK 102 105 83 .. COPARE P1Q E 5_  .Al-L_ loe 1C 85 ADVAI CE BOTH 6  87 6  SEIZE 4 1«»3 87 AQVAt 'CE 89 86 COMPRE P10 E K2 260 89 AL)VHI,CE 9n 91 90 SEIZE 8 14  . 91__ AUVAf CE POTH _92 93 92 SEIZE 9 1U5 _93 AUVAf CE rcth _9M.. 96 ' 94 COMPARE P10 E K3 260 95 ADVA!.CE nCTH 9? 93 96 AUVAf.CE POTH 98 99 _97. ADVANCE nCjM 98 99 9b SEIZE 7 both 146 _9  _. AUVMf.CE _10._ 101 10  COMPAR P10 E K4 260 1 r,l AOVMI CE pcth In? m«* 102 SEIZE 5 1«*7 -lOJ . SEIZE. 6 jaa 104 ADVarCE PCTH 103 106 -105 AUVAICE pOTH _103_ 106 10° ADVANE DTH 107 12 107 COMP/.RE P10 E K5 P60 1U6 SEIZE 1 149 .109 SEIZL 2 150 10 AOVAl CE ROTH 15 14 _1H ADVANCE roth .109 13 12 AOVAl.CE 10P 111 13 AOVAl.CE n-TH 15 14 14 ADVANE ROTH 16 85 _16 SEIZE. 15L_ 16 CoMPARE P10 E Kl 260 17 ASSioN 13 K4 12* 16 ASSIGN 13 8 127 _il9 ASSIGN 13 K9 128 12U ASSIN 13 7 129 _12l ASSIGN 13 K5 130 12  ASSIC-N 13 6 131 _123 ASSlL-N 13 Kl 132 124 ASSIGN 13 2 13  ASSIGN 13 K3 13«* 126 ASSIGN 14 34 135 127 ASSIGN 14 K38 135 126 ASSIGN 14 39 135 -129 ASSIGN 14 K37 135 130 ASSIGN 14 35 135 131 ASIGN 14 K3f- 135 132 ASSiGN 14 31 135 ASIGN 14 K32 135 
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13** ASSIGN lft K 3 3 1 3 5 
1 3 5 SAVEx 60 V 1 0 B O T H 1 3 6 13P 
1 3 6 C O M P A R E X 6 0 L KO 1 3 7 
1 3 7 SAVtX 60 Vft 1 3 P 
1 3 - S A V E X 6 1 V l l P C T H 1 3 9 l f t l 
_ 1 3 9 C O M P A R E X 6 1 L KO lf tp 
lft l) SAVtX 6 1 V 6 l f t l 
_ l f t l _ SAVEX 6 5 V 7 B O T H l f t2 1 5 2 
1 4 2 C O M P A R E P 1 0 
E 
P 1 2 ALL 1 5 U 1 6 2 
1̂ 3 A S S I G N 1 2 K l 1 1 7 
A S S I G N 1 2 K2 I I P 
1-.5 A S S I G N 1 2 K2 1 1 9 
1 W D A S S I G N 1 2 K3 1 9 0 
1 4 7 A S S I G N 12 Kft 1 2 1 
__-*b._ A S S I G N _ i 2 _ - Kft ... 122 
1 4 9 A S S I G N 1 2 K 5 1 2 3 
_150„_ A S S I G N 1 2 K i l ? f t 
1 5 1 A S S I G N 12 K 5 1 2 5 
1 5 2 SAVEX + 1 4 X 6 E 1 5 3 
1 5 3 R E L E A S E * 1 3 ALL 1 7 ? 1 7 6 
_ 1 5 f t C O M P A R E P i 3. E K1 
1 6 3 
1 5 5 C O M P A R E P 1 3 
E K2 . 16*» — 1 5 6 C O M P A R E P 1 3 - F K.3 1 6 5 1 5 7 CO'VMRE F 1 3 E Kft 166 1 
rrvv;.RE 
PI 3 
F 1 * 7 
1 5 9 C0-'P*RE P 1 3 E 
K 6 I6fi 
_ l n O C O M P A R E _ P 1 3 . f. K 7 lftO 
1 5 1 C O M P A R E P 1 3 E 
KB 1 7 0 
- 1 6 2 CO'-'PARE _ _ P 1 3 
E_ _.  
K9 1 7 1 
1 7 2 C O M P A R E P 1 0 
E 
K l ALL 1 7 7 18ft 
1 7 3 
P 1 0 
•E K? A'-L. IRS 
1°1 
17ft CO'-'PARE P 1 0 E K 3 ALL lo? 
1 9 9 
. 1 7 5 C O M P A R E P 1 0 
.. E 
K « 4 _ . A M 2 0 0 _ 2 0 6 . 
l 7 o C O M P A R E P 1 0 
E 
K 5 ALL 2 P 7 2 1 2 
- 1 7 7 C O M P A R E -_ P 1 3 
E._ 
K l H i ­ . 
1 7 6 C O M P A R E P 1 3 
E 
K2 l l ? 
RN;-P..RF. P 1 3 F K 3 
1 6 - CO'-'PARE F 1 3 E 
Kft loft 
_1_1 C O M P A R E _.F13. E 
K 6 —112 
1 6 2 C O M P A R E F 1 3 
E 
K7 101 
_lc!3 C O M P A R E _ P 1 3 ..  E *8 
. 9 1 -
13*+ C O M P A R E F 1 3 
E-
K9 9 7 
1 * 5 CO'-'.P' PF PI 3 F Kl lit 
1 6 b C O M P A R E P 1 3 F K2 11? 
- 1 6 7 C O M P A R E _ P 1 3 — E . K 3 l i f t 
1 3 6 CO'V/.RE P 1 3 
E 
K U 2 6 0 
_.1_.9 C O M P A R E _F_3 _.E 
K5 - ..laft.. 
1 9 0 C O M P A R E P 1 3 
E 
K 6 U2 
_ L S l - rnMPARF. PI 3 F K 7 1 0 1 
1 9 2 C O M P A R E r'13 
E 
K l Hi 
- 1 9 3 cnr-P„RE __P13.. 
E 
K ? 
1 9 4 CO VP.--.RE P 1 3 E 
K 3 H" 
- 1 9 5 C O M P A R E _ P 1 3 . 
__E. 
Kft 3 9 
1 9 6 CO'-'P; R E F 1 3 
E 
K5 10ft 
1 Q 7 
COV^,-.RF P 1 3 E Kft' li? 
1 9 6 C O M P A R E P 1 3 
' E 
KB 91 
. 1 9 9 C O M P A R E _ P _ 3 . 
E 
•K.9- 2 6 0 
2 0 0 COUP.' R E P 1 3 
E 
Kl HI 
. 2 . 1 C O M P A R E : -P13. E 
K 2 H3. 
2 C 2 C O M P A R E P 1 3 
E 
K3 l i f t 
J>..3 
C.V.PKRE 
P 1 3 
E 
Kft f\o 
2C+ COMP.-RE P 1 3 
E 
K7 2 6 0 
: _ - 2 0 5 C O 1P/.RE - P i 3 
E 
..K.a 9 1 _ 
2 0 6 COMrV R E P 1 3 
E 
K9 9 7 
- 2 0 7 
COMPMRE r l 3 E Kft .89. . 2 C Q C O M P A R E P 1 3 E K5 10ft 
2 09 C O M P A R E P 1 3  Kfi 2 1 o ' C O M P A R E - P 1 3 E K 7 _ _ . . . . . 2 1 1 C O M P A R E P 1 3 E KP 91 
2 1 - C O M P A R E " ' P 1 3 £ V.Q 9 7 
2 U 0 
AOVMI CE PCTH ->̂\ 
2 6 ? 
2 o l C O M P A R E ) 3 1 GL X 3 2 
POTH 2F . f 
2 ^ 3 
2 b -
AUVM! CE n RTH 0̂7 
2 6 2 
2 6 3 
AUVMI CE 
r<C TP 26't 
2t 4 AOVAf C E nPTH ? A O 2 7 * . 
2r>-> C O M P A R E X3ft Gt X33 " ' '' ',?70 
2 u o C O M P A R E X33 GE X 3 2 nOTM ">'''? 2 * B _ 
134 
2o7 compare: X33 Gt >31 2 6 P. 264 
2fao comp.re Xo4 CE X31 ?73 276 
2o9 COMPARE X35 GE X?4 275 
27U ADVANCE 271 27f. 
271 COMPARE Xi5 „ ~:~X33~ ?74 
272 COMPARE X24 GE X72 pOTH ?77 '27ft 
270 COMP/RE >35 Gt X71 !?CTH ?7P 283 
27V ADVANCE pC-TH ?fll 2B3 
27b ADVAI CE p.OTM 2"»9 2P3 
27o ADV4r.CE r ̂ TH 2flp 2«2 
2 77 Co'-PhRE >~35~ GE X22" ~ P,f Til ?B? 2F3 
27o CO rP» RE X26 GE x3l rsCTM ?ps 
279 CO' P> RE X26 Gt X?4 PCTM 2P5 
2 "0 CO' P -RE.... X36 G£ X35 
2ol COi'P' RE X36 Gt X33 ? hp, 
2^ CO(-PARE >.25 GE__ X32 pCTH 
2PQ 
2<:J ADVA?CE 29? ?ftf 
_2 Cjmp; PL X27 Gt X31 ??1 ?l c 2'ib ADVai.CE pc Tl1 217 21" 
2c o Co"P'RE _X37 .„ .G£ X34 r^7M 2«C 21° 2d7 AUVAI CE nTTH 5nR ? T 
2:-.ti ADVANCE ' > C- T M pop 2 P.'" 
2^y ADVm. CE Pr TW •>1 a 2«s 
„ 29U C0'''P' RE >33 Gt X34 pOyM ?oi 233 
2vx Co'VARE >39 GE >34 2?3 
292 COMPARE X37 __._.GE ... X3b nC'TP 003 21Q 
"290 COMPARE >33 Gt X3b ?CTH 904 223 
29'* C0 vP' RE ,\39 . _ . G ^ _ _ X36 ROTH 
. ,?25 
-2 9b C0"-V» RE V37 Gt X35 2°6 219 
_29lN CtiMP- RE >3ft Gt r.3b 23? 
29/ COMPARE X39 GE y.b 22* 
29ti COMPARE X37 GL X73 P TH pno 219 299 CO'-P.-RE X3'i GC X33 ROTH "213 233 213 CO'VARE V39 GE y.33 23? 
214 COMPARE " >-37 " GE X32 ?1* 219 
21b COMPARE >:3A GE X32 PCTH 233 
21o CoMPmRE X39 GE X3.2 27° 
217 COMPARE X3(3 GE X^7 oCTH ?i P 233 
2 U comp/re ~>;39~ Gt X37 2.30 
219 ADVANCE nCTM 2?n 237 
22U C0'1P>-RE X29 Gt X76 ~?^7 
2^1 CO'-'P, RE G£ X31 ;K'TH or>p 233 
ZoL COMPARE >.39 GE X31 2̂ ft 
223 SAVtX, e.b X34 ??u 
224 StlZE 4 166 
-SAVEx. 65 X36 226. 
22o SEIZE ft 1AP 
227 SEIZE b 167 
22d SAVEx 65 X35 ?."»7 
229 SElZt 7 16° 
220 SAVtX 65 X37 
231 SEIZt 3 :i <•->* 
232 SAVtX f-5 X32 •>31 
233 SAVE X ub X39 
234 SEIZE 9 171 
23b SEIZE l ift3 
2?.o SAVtX t5 X31 
227 SAVtX tb X3~. 
23d SEIZE e J.7f 
239 SAVtX. cb X3? " 240 
240 SEIZE 1AU 
163 advance 77U 
164 ADVANCE 77F-
163 AuVA'.CE 77f-
lbo ADVA'CE 7-77 
167 ADV*; CE 7 T P 
lo'J ADV>v CE 77Q 
lo9 ADVm.CE "TflO 
17U ADV«I CE 7̂ 1 
I7x ADVH..CE 7ft?' 
77* ASSIGN 13 Kl 7r>r> 
773 ASSl'.-N "13 K2 3nP 
77o ASS1C-U 13 K3 7np 
77/ ASSloN ........ 3 - K-4 3ni 
77cJ assi:n 13 K3 7r>? 
779 ASS1C-N 13 Ko 3P? 
760 ASSIv N 13 K7 3«3 



































































391 SAVtX - X21 500 39-: HOLw. 11 303 • 1 
393 TABULATE 11 rott 
33-* ASSIGN 1 V16 1Q7 
39_« SAVEx 1 X21 3«6 




















403 GATc l'l 410 
3_-3 Cu'V-RE ro4 G£ K108 TH TK^ 347 
Zif* AOV-.r.CE rt. u ? — 
34*+ ASS-'-̂ N 2 V17 4 0 4 
34-. ASSIGN 2 Vit 4 0 4 
_ 340 ASSi:-N V 19 41 -> 




UOJ ASSIGN 17 V21 40*, 
._ftCo HOL-> 12 Uo7 *2 
407 TABULATE 12 4 0? 
.9 OH RELw. SE 4r>Q 
4 09 AUV CE RPTH 410 41 
410 CO'-'P' RE P17 L Kl . _ 4H 
4 11 SAVLX c X21 ^00 
412 HOLL> J2 <*1? *2 
ftl3 TABULATE 12 4J4 
ASSloN r. r. Vlf 
».l-» HOLi- ?'2 .4 16 *2 
_<•!_» 
SAVEx 
?. . . . X21 _>17. *.17 RELCASE C =;oo 
ftlo AUVMT CE 50r 
419 G Tc. •••02 
f2U HOLIJ 4r>i 1 . 
136 
42l LOOP 17 +2? 411 
422 
AUVHJ CE 
nvTH a?1* 5or 423 GATE COMPARE > 0 4 GE K108 RCTH 3u3 35? 3̂ 6 AUVAf CE FN u. 3-19 3 V17 " ? 4 35U SSitN 3 Virs u-xt 351 ASSIGN •ar VIS 4"»? 
35<: ASSIGN 3 V2C 42* SAVtX 3 X1C0 
4oc; 
423 ASSIGN 16 V21 426 HOLJ 13 427 .3 427 TABULATE 13 4?P -
4,2o RELEASE 2 4?Q 
4;.: 9 
AJV/W CE oOtm 4-»n tt'3" 4 2 u COMPARE pia L • Kl 431 431 SAVtX . ? X21 5r»o 42*: HOLD 13 433 *3 
4 3 3 
TARuLATE 
13 4^4 434 ASSIGN 3 Vlf: 435 HOLD :'3 4^6 • *3 
4 2 o 
SMVUX 
X21 4 3 7 * 427 PtLt/ SE Snn 
4 2 o 
ADVAf.CE 
oCTH 43° 500 429 GATE ;U3 440 
4siO HOLD ;:3 441 I 441 LOOP 16 Hu? 442 
AdVMI CE 9CTH 4U3 510 4 - 0 G*Tt '.U3 4un 3-*3 Compare -.12 
L kl"5" 6 7 0 327 COV-RE >.e>4_ Gt KIGti 9CTM *4 -« 357 3;o 
AOVrtt CE 
FM 
ASSIGN 4 V17 4 44 
2 5 5 ASSIGN 4 4UU 
2 5 6 ASSK-N U VlT- 4«-,p 
3 j7 
ASSIGN n 4 S" 
4^4 SAVix 4 XU n 4«=; 
4 4 3 ASSIGN "19 "V29 ." 4 4 6 44U HOLJ )*» u.47 V 4 4 4 7 TABULATE 14 44F 44a 
f*;tLt»«SE 4 • 4uQ 449 AQV«i CE ' " POTH 4 5 P 45° 450 CO'iP/.RE P19 
L K l 4S1 
4 3 1 SAVtX 4 X24 5>o 
4 5 2 HOL̂ - 14 4ST • 4 
4 5 3 TABULATE 14 464 
4 5 4 ASSK-N 4 VIC Ur,c 
4 j 3 HOLD - ̂ L" 45A 
*4 " 
4 5 o SAVtX 4 X21 457 
457 
P. EL tn SET 
- ^• ' 2ufl 
246 ADVA! CE pCT" 450 4S^ 
• 
4 5 6 AbSibN 19 V2> 46? 
4 5 9 ADVANCE pC-T'H 4 6 0 500 
4eo gate ML'4 
4 6 1 
461 HOLD 4 6 ? J 462 loop 19 
" 6 3 "'" 45 J " 
4 63 ADVANCE 500 
4-6 4 ~ gate 1 U4 
4 6 1 
3 2 0 AOVANCE rr 4 S 3 ' . 9 COMPARE :-.t."4" 
" KU'J " nf3TM " 343" 
36? .359 ASSIGN 5 V17 465 
3 6 0 
ASSK-N 
' t- VIC 
3 c i ASSIGN B V1Q ' 4 79 2ci: IG  C V2C 479 
~ 4 o 5 SAVtX . 5 Xi( 0 466 
4 6 6 ASSIGN 20 V29 4 67 






479 ASSiLtJ 20 V2.< 
n ^ T " 
473 
4c J ADVANCE 4R1 500 
4.' 1 GATE NN'5 4«19 
4t 2 HOLJ rb 4ft? 1 • 
LOP 
2C 4«*4 47" 
ADVHICE 
rttTH ^•i 50" 
4-b GATE • 15 
NCTH 
32i COMPARE >.t)4 Klud 367 
3i«; 
AOVM: CE 3b* ASSlfcN ~£> ~~ V17 36b ASSI'N h. VI.- *«6 36o ASSIGN Vic 6no 
3^7 ASSIGN (-. V2. 6nr 
4/.u SAVtX t XI'. V 4*7 
4c7 ASSIGN V2'. 4P» 
4.'jJ HOLJ :o a no •6 
HO9 TABULATE 16 '4qt 
4^0 RLLc*-SE 6 4Q1 
4<7l 
AOV-? CE 
_ .n , R T H 601 
492 CO'V, RE F-21 
L " 
Kl 4P3 
...493 SAVEX 6 .. X2. son * 
494 HOLU 16 4o«> •6 
4 93 TAHULATE 16 llljfi 49t> ASSIGN 6 Vl£ '4 07 497 HOLu >b 40P • 6 49-J SAVcX t> "" XZ1 HOO 
499 RELEASE 6 3SP 
3ba ADVANCE H-'TH 4P? 601 
60 0 ASS1C-N 21 V2' 
6L'l ADVICE B R T H 60? 500 
. 60.; GATE i U6 6n? 
6i,3 HOLU 600 
6'.»4 LOOP 21 
60b ADVANCE " rC TH 5Q0 
_6L.P_ 
GATE i U6 -'.n? 
323 CoMP.RE >.b4 GE POT" 7U3 37? 
33H 
AOVA: CE 
F N .."•7 3^9 A S SA N N . 7 V17 •:>n7 .„ 
37J ASSIGN 7 v u 6Q7_ 
371 ASSIGN 7 VIS 6?1 
372 ASSIGN 7 V2f " 6?1 
6( 7 SAVEX 7 XIt 0 6nP 
603 ASSIGN ^2 V2C.: 60Q 
6u9 HOLJ 17 61 0 *7 
61 J TABULATE 17 6 U 
61 1 HcLE^SE 7 61? 
61^ 
AOVMI CE RCTH 
51^ 622 
613 COr IP/ RE P22 L Kl 6ia 
614 S»;ViX 7 " X27 Sop 
61 b HOLJ 17 616 *7 
61o TAHJLATE 17 617 
617 ASSIGN 7 
61J HOLU 27 6l« *7 




3^3 ADVANCE n . C T H "17- 6?? 
621 ASSIGN. 22 V2N 61« 
622 ADVANCE 1-<0TH >23 500 
623 GATE •-.07 6?tt 
624 HOLJ ?.l r>?s 1 
b^b LOOP 22 6?6 614 
62 u ADVANCE A ? 7 500 
6t7 





K10<i 7u? 377 
33u ADV-«' CE " F" "' •«« 
37-* ASSIGN V17 6?« 




^37 7 ~ ASSIGN r. V2C 
62 J SMV_X Xlf 0 r 
6_-9 ASSIGN " «J3 M^- f>3n 
63o HOLJ 16 631 
63i 
T A3 Ji ATE 
lti 6-S? 
62c: RELEASE I' hV-




CO"»N RE P2 3 
L Kl 6?«% 
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6J5 SAVtX f ' ~X2C"' "5no" ~ 
636 HOL_. 16 *8 




6_'> HOLu c6 
6ft J 
SAVcX X2: 6d 1 
641 





23 V2A. " 636 
_643_ jV-aI.C  
pOTH 644 GaTE 
'.Li 8 *ft= 
643 HOLu pa 6ftf> 1 
6ftt> LOOP 23~ "6ft7~" '6"'" 
647 
ADVAI-CE 
BOTH t>U* Son 
64U GATE 
CO' PARE y64 Gu K106 PC-TM 34? 3°? 
33> ADV<>i CE fto 
379 AsSlu-N 9 V17 A_P 
3l>u 
ASSIGN _ a ~ v u Auq 
i:il ASSIGN 9 V19 
_ 
663 
3:i_ ASSIGN Q V2C •̂•6? • 
64V s«v=:x u 6«,0 
65J ASSIGN 2ft V2S ftsi 
651 
HOLj 
19 6S? *9 
65J TABULATE 19 
65-i RELL-SE 9 





6_o SAVE) 9 X2:-
Oi/ HOLu 19 AS Q *9 
Guo TABULATE 19 
6;;* AiSiON 9 Vlh 660 
6oU HOLU 29 661 *9 
6~>i SAVEX " 9 X21 66? 
bcL* RLLo SE 9 373 
373 AuVAl CE ROTH ftfeii 
6<_3 ASSloN .-'ft V2<:' An7 * 
6o4 ADVAt.CE R^TH 
6.3 
GATE . . : 19 
666 HOLU 6*7 1 
6y 7 . LuOP __ 
6c_o AuV«:.CE nOTH 
f-AQ 50" _6r/i_ GAT-. • 19 f-*A 67 J AuVM! CE ALL 671 67ft 671 SEIZE _ 41 
. _ . 
67? ... .... 
67_: Sul̂ i- -2 





"1 Kl rC\u 
67o 
S.W-.A 




67o SAVE/ r 1 K4 TP 6 r^ 
67 9 CO'-'P. RE _ Xftl G_ K60J0 
A07 6J-.U SAVE* 7L K i_l. 6i 1 CO-IP̂ -RE N42 Grl 
C(,_ 
SAVLx 70 K<_r 7nn 
6_3 Cu'-'P. RE >ft3 G_. K6Qjn 6HQ 
6.4 SAVE/. 7 0 K2S 7ol 
6 = s Cu*'PARE yftft G_. K6000 6Q0 
6tD SAVcX VL K2'.- 702 
6.7 HOLJ ' 1 691 
?Ân HOLui 
L:2 6Q? 




HOLu 'ft 6QU 
20R0 
691 SAVt.*. . 
_".!__ 
. KO 69=; 
69_1 SAVEX 42 KO 
6P6 6SO SaV'Ea ';3 KO r-.n7 6-r»t S«VE>. 1*4 KO 695 RELEASE 7po 6S*o 
RELLi SE 
42 7QQ 
69 7 RELEASE 43 7oo 
br.'6 RELc SE 4ft '7oo ' " 
S*Vr_> 




71 Vdli f.C.'TH 70^ 7^6 







T" 7r>Q 71 r 
7oJ . COMPARE -•71 G«i_ X70. ,_ 7 H __ 
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7 0 4 
AS5ICN 
2 5 X7r 7 1 5 
7 0 a" C O M P A R E ' 7 1 X70 7 1 ? 
7L)U 
ASSIGN _ r7: 
'. 7 J A 
7 0 7 C O V - R E »7 l" GE X7U ? 1 ? 
70 o A S S I ' . - N ? 7 X7f 7 , 7 
7 u 9 C O M P A R E X71 6 c 
X70 
7 1 4 
71U 
ASSK-N 
x/r 7 ] A 
71 i ASSIGN 
eb X 7 J 
7J5 712 ASSIGN 
2 6 X 7 1 
_ 7i* 71J AS  U N 
2 7 
x/: 
7 1 7 




7 i * 
7 1 b ASSltrJ * 1 3 Xot 7 i b 
7 1 o 
AbSIf N 
* 1 3 Xof. 7 ? n 
717 ASSIGN • 13 
Xot " " 7 ? 1 
71« 
A S S I G N 
-•13 
XoC 7 ? ? 
7 i y SAVcX '-•1 Xo? 7 ? V -7 2 v> SAVEX <-2 Xo7 lou 
72 i SAV-X <o 
Xo7 7 ? 5 
72  
S A V E X V 4 Xo7 
7?f, 7 2 3 H O L J Hi 7 ? 7 V?5 '" " ' 72* 
H O L J i,'c 7 O P * 2 6 
IcJ HOLu '"63 7 ? o • 2 7 
7 2 o HOLJ *.4 73P 
*?e 72 7 TABULATE M 7 3 1 7 2 o 
TAOJlATE 
( 2 7 n ? 
li.) TAJJLATE 
r. 3 
" ' " " 7 3 3 




7 3 1 H E L L A S E 1 3 lie-
73̂  RtLL. S E 
* 1 3 7 - ^A 
7 i o RtlLL. SE 
» 1 3 7 ^ 7 
7 ^ 4 l-ELc./ S E 
• 13 
7.-»P 
7 i b 
SPL.1 
73Q 
3  S P ± 1 74P 7 5 ^ 
737 
S P L l l 7 4 1 75"? 
7 2 6 S P i T 7 4 ? 75 r< 
73V H O L J 7 1 
74' 
? 9 
4 u HOLu 7 2 7 U 4 
29 7m 
HOLu ~7J"" 7 u 5 
?9 74*. 
H O L U 7 4 /ift ? 9 
7 4 3 
RELEY.SE M 
7 4 7 
74  
H E L - A S E A 2 7d P 
" 7 4 5 " P E L - A S E uu 
7'io 
KELCASE 
4 4 7*f3 
7 4 / SAVcX 
—- u+-
™KVt~"~ 
OCJP 7 c;! 
- 7 9 a 
7 4 6 
SMVCX 
4 2 + 
HCTM 7S? 
7 9 0 
7 4 9 
SAVCX 
"K4C TP "7*3 " 7 o n 
7JJ SAVcX 44 + K4T. 
PO-TH 7e;ii 
7 5 x Cu'"P» R E X 4 1 O U KY-oor- *>71 
7 b 2 Cof'p/ R E : 4 2 GE K600" 
6 7 ? 
7 b 3 ' C O M P A R E 
XH3 
Oc~ "K600C 6 7 ? 
7 b 4 C O M P A R E X44 Gc 
K60P 674 7 6 b AOVAI C E ALL 5^4 '"" 597 5S»4 C O M P A R E til E 
Kl 
",«>3 3 c 3 SAVcX " hi X 9 ; Al -L 7«S6 7 6 4 69 b 
COMPARE 
>61 L K? 37P 
37.1 SMVCX '"" 
" , 7 
x>r A L L 7Cf, 
76*; 
C O M P A R E 
X61 E 
K3 59P 
5 9 o SAVE  67 X93 ALL 7 r * 76<i 5 9 7 C O M P A R E ' A f c 1 E ~ K4 5 9 9 S A V E X i--7 xy. 
Al-L 7 S 6 76'i 
7 5 o C O M P A R E "t 1 3 
E 
K l 7 A * 
757 
C O M P A R E r i 3 F K2 7*A 
7 b o C O M P A R E f 1 3 E 
K3 767 _759 
C O M P A R E P i 3 E K4 
7*P 
7 c u C O M P A R E 
ri3 
KS 
769 7 c l 
COMPARE i 13 
E 
K6 
7 7 ? 
7 o 2 C O M P A R E P 1 3 E 
K.7 
7 7 0 
7 c 3 
CO'- PARE 
P I 3 E Kf» 7 7 1 
7 6 4 C O M P A R E P I 3 E K Q 
7? 7 6 a ASSIGN l c V 2 7 ?«.o 7fcu ASSIGN 
1 7 V a 7 ttnn 
7 t / 
ASSIGN 
l b V 2 7 4-»Q 
7 6 ^ ASSIGN 1 9 " " V 2 6 4 4 9 
7r j9 
ASSU-N 
:o V 2 ; 
77U ASSIGN £. C. V^t.. 6 1 ? 
7 7 1 
ASSIUN 23' v.:-
6-^3 
7  .i ASSiiN 
; 4 V«>t, 654 f 7 7 a ASSIGN 
V2f _ - 9 1 • ..W 
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11 TAi'uC ' 1 3J 2n 5C 12 TA-.̂ur 1 3J 7 0 lo T*r>._c ' 1 3J 2" i»* TrtPti: ' 1 30 3o 5̂  15 T A"i_r • 1 30 30 50 It TAMut 1 3J 30 17 TAf't-t. •1 30 '"'30 ~ sr lw T«;.'L.r ' 1 3j 30 1«J T«Hi_t 1 20 30 61 T«TuL • 1 20 3n 61-. TAIiut 1 ' 30 30 ' sn 63 TAi'wL 1 30 30 5̂  64 TAHL-L * 1 30 30 _5I' 0 TERMINATE 
79  TERMINATE 
The following three VARIABLES and three 
ASSIGN blocks are added or replace corresponding 
blocks when helicopters, in this case four helicopters, 
are added to the program. 
12 VARIABLE 20 *'"; VASIA3LE 32 VA3IA3LE-342 ASSIGN 347 ASSIGN 752 ASSIGN 
<B*F41+i<4*F42 + K2*F43*-F44 HELICOPTER AVAILABLE" 648/v4V2*<3/«?5+X65*</<25+FN15+<l <648/Vl4*V22»0/K25*X65*<3/<19*FN15*<i 
1 V32 ""'~392•' 
2 V32 412 
3 V32 432 -
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